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Mayfield shift questioned

• Calloway system plans
to test athletic ruling
Calloway County School System
officials will make an appeal to
the Kentucky High School Athletic
Association (KHSAA) concerning
its recent decision to transfer
Mayfield High School from
District III to District IV in
basketball.
The appeal will be against the
transfer, Dr. Jack Rose,
superintendent, said at Tuesday's
special school board meeting.
In a letter dated Dec. 16 to Rose
from Tom Mills, commissioner of
the KHSAA, Calloway representatives will be given an opportunity to present their case at Jan. 22
meeting of the KHSAK's Board. of
Control at the Executive Inn-East,
Louisville.
Rose and Jerry Ainley, high
school principal, possibly will present the case, Rose said.
The transfer was granted by the
11-member Board of Control after
Mayfield requested the move.
Rose said part of the appeal is to
based on his contention the move
will not introduce fair situations to
all the students since District IV
already has a higher total student
enrollment than District III.

surrounding their expulsions were
District III does have more
not released.
schools, seven (all in Graves
The recommendation came
County) including Mayfield.
District IV currently includes Worn a reviewing committee conCalloway, Murray High and Mar- sisting of Ainley, assistant principal Billy Nix and assistant
shall County High School.
The appeal also alleges superintendent Johnny Bohannon.
According to Rose, the girls had
Mayfield has a different emphasis
been expelled during the fall
and philosophy on athletics than
semester for the remainder of the
District IV schools, Rose said.
The presentation will state present school year.
Under board policy, the girls
several other appeals, he added.
had
the option to request a review
on
elaborate
to
declined
Rose
his comments pending the presen- of their cases by the committee,
Rose said.
tation.
The students will have to repeat
In other business, two previously expelled female students at all classes scheduled during the
Calloway County High School will fall semester, Rose added.
The superintendent also stated
be readmitted to classes for the
any
organized group wanting
school
following
spring semester
class pictures from old Calloway
board approval Tuesday.
The girls had been expelled on County schools for public display
shbuld contact the board of educadrug-related charges, Rose said.
School board members voted to tion office on College Farm Road.
Rose reviewed the proposed
accept a recommendation to allow
the girls to come back to class on elementary and secondary educathe conditions they are to be bann- tion budgets for the 1982-83 school
ed from smoking areas in the year from state superintendent
school and one of their parents Raymond Barber. The budget will
should notify school officials of have to be approved by the
legislature before it takes effect,
their absences.
he added.
incidents
and
girls
the
of
Names

Small town's farewell to arms
upheld by federaljudge's ruling
CHICAGO (AP) — Federalcourt approval of a law ordering
residents of a small town to turn in
their handguns "clearly marks a
turning point in the campaign for
handgun control," says a leader of
the national gun-control forces.
Mike Beard, chairman of the
National Coalition to Ban Handguns, said a judge's ruling here
Tuesday "is a symbolic message
that is being sent to public officials that they can do something
about handgun problems."
However, the National Rifle
Association, which spent $15,000
fighting the law, said it expected
the case to go to the U.S. Supreme
Court, where the organization

predicted it would be struck down.
At the center of the issue is Morton Grove, Ill., population 24,000, a
suburb 15 miles northwest of
Chicago. The village board more
than six months ago passed the ordinance 4-2, giving_ the town
perhaps America's toughest antigun measure.
The law says that residents convicted of possessing guns face up
to six months in jail-and a fine of
up to $500.
Three court challenges were filed and consolidated into one,
which U.S. District Judge Bernard Decker threw out.
Decker ruled that neither the
U.S. Constitution nor the Illinois

Calloway officials take oath
James M. Lassiter, judge of
Calloway Circuit Court, administered the oath of office to
elected and appointed officials of
Calloway County and the district
court system Tuesday at the
Calloway County Courthouse.
Those officials taking the oath of

office will officially begin their
terms Jan. 4.
District court officials sworn in
were David Buckingham, district
court judge, Mike Ward, commonwealth's attorney, Mark
Blankenship, assistant commonwealth's attorney, and Ann

DISTRICT COURT OFFICIALS TAKE OATH — District officials
taking the oath of office were (from left) Mark Blankenship, assistant commonwealth's attorney, Mike Wark, commonwealth's attorney, David Buckingham, district court judge, and Ann Pascahll
Wilson;circuit court clerk.

constitution stands in the way of
the law.
Decker had ordered the law
suspended while the case was being heard and lifted the stay after
issuing his ruling. The village said
It may wait until appeals are exhausted before enforcing the
measure.
The ruling "is going to be good
for'everyone in this country," said
Neil Cashman, the Morton Grove
trustee who proposed the
measure. "I'm sure hundreds" of
municipalities "are going to
follow suit."
Martin Ashman, the village
lawyer, called it a "landmark
decision."

Rickman leaves sheriff's office
to devote full time to business
"I really hate to go. I love law
The force's four-year veteran
will officially leave his post at enforcement but my business
midnight Jan. 3. In a recent inter- needed more attention than I
view he explained his leaving could give it on a part-time basis."
Rickman who was in line to
came about simply because of
become chief deputy sheriff for inother obligations.
coming sheriff David Salentine
said he told Salentine several
months ago his restaurant had
become too demanding for him to
devote the necessary energy to the
chief's job. "I know when I'm doing a good job and I knew I
couldn't be chief deputy and
operate the restaurant and do both
well so I decided several months
ago not to take that job," he said.
However, his decision to leave
my post with the sheriff's office
came only recently. "After trying
to keep the restaurant running
and work as a deputy I finally
realized I couldn't do both. The 20hour days finally got to me," he
explained.
"Johnny told me he either had
to get in the restaurant business or
get out. Although he is a wellqualified deputy I can understand
his leaving and don't blame him,"
Salentine said.
"The pay for deputies is not realy too great so I can understand
his reasons, but I regret his leaving. Johnny is a fine deputy and I
would have loved to have him
working with me," he said.
But law enforcement won't be
far from Rickman's mind. "I'm
sure .I'll sit here (at his local
restaurant Granny's Porch) many
nights and tell a few war stories,"
he said.
"I really hate to leave but it's
just something I have to do. it
really had nothing to do with the
controversy surrounding the
sheriff's department. It was
strictly a business decision and a
very difficult one to make," he explained.
WO&
lurng the new year Rickman
to wield a coffee pot and
plans
sheriff's
his
in
QUICK DRAW — Johnny Rickman is turning
reminisce about the years he servdenartment weapon to sling a coffee pot for a change.
ed
his community as a deputy.
on
Staff Photo By Gene McCutche

BY PHYLLIS 0. MCCUTCHEON
Staff Wrtier
Calloway County deputy sheriff
Johnny Rickman is hanging up his
gun and getting a coffee pot in
return.

-.owe
DISTRICT COURT OFFICIALS TAKE OATH — District officials taking the oath of office were I from left
Mark Blankenship, assistant commonwealth's attorney, Mike Wark,commonwealth's attorney, David Buckingham,district court judge,and Ann Pascahll Wilson,circuit court clerk.

Paschall Wilson, circuit court
clerk.
Officials of Calloway County
sworn in were George Weaks,
county judgeexecutive, Max
Parker, county attorney, Joseph
Bolin, assistant county attorney,
Marvin Harris, county court
clerk, David Balentine, sheriff,
Charles Hale, property valuation
administrator, Huel "Wimpy"
Jones, jailer, and Torun') Walker,
coroner.
Magistrates taking the oath of
office were Ralph Bogard, Clyde
Hale, Gil Hopson and Dan Miller
..A-special oath of office was administered by Calloway County
Judge/Executive Robert 0. Miller
to appointed .members of the
sheriff's office. Deputies taking
the oath were Bill Marcum, Hal
Miller, Larry Nixon and J. D.
Williams. Other sheriff's department officials sworn in were.
Susan Cunningham, secretary:
and Gene Rogers, habil

Walesa to begin negotiations
with Polish martial law regime
By The Associated,Press
Solidarity chief Lech Walesa
has agreed to begin negotiations
with Poland's martial law regime,
according to uncensored reports
reaching the West. Military council members contend the country
is calm, "production is -growing
and worker discipline is increasing."
The government Tuesday
acknowledged eight people have
been killed in clashes since martial law was declared Dec. 13, according to reports Tuesday.
Earlier official reports conceded
seven deaths, but unconfirmed
reports put the number in the hundreds.
President Reagan on Tuesday
banned natural gas pipeline equipment to the Soviet Union as part of
trade'sanctions "to put powerful
doubts in the minds of the Soviet
and Polish- leaders about this continued repression."
Reagan, who blames the
Kremlin for the crackdown in
Poland, announced Tuesday that
Soviet air and sea rights within
U.S. territorial zones would be
suspended as well as the sale of
the gas pipeline equipment.
Last week, Reagan suspended
food aid to Poland, cut off fishing

arrived in Vienna , Austria today
by overnight train "It's temble "
Price hikes and food shortage's
in the summer of 1980 led to nationwide strikes that launched
Solidarity as the first union in the
Soviet bloc free of Communist
Party control. The union was
suspended when Premier Wojciech Jaruzelski imposed martial
law Dec. 13, ending '16 months 'of
reforms.
Reports quoting a member of
Walesa's family said the union
chief had decided on Christmas
Day sto begin talks with the
military regime. The negotiations
were to have begun Monday, but it
could not be learned if they were
underway.
A government source who asked
not to be identified said, "There is
room in Poland's futuret for an
independent trade union, independent both of the state employer
and of political manipulation."
A senior Solidarity adviser still
at large said that any political
solution to the crisis must be made
between "authentic Solidarity
leaders" and the government. He
said any attempts to replace
unionists with Communist Party
loyalists would be unacceptable.
The sources also confirmed that
Walesa had been on a two-day
hunger strike. At a news conference Tuesday, government
spokesman Jerzy Urban said
Walesa was in good health and
was in contact with representatives of the government,
sibility for that condition," the Poland's Roman Catholic Church
and his family, according to
decision said.
,reports.
telephone
the
said
court
The
The mustachioed union leader
conversation issue was "the most
not under arrest, Urban
was
Mrs.
of
"
troubling
difficult and
claimed.
Harris'appeals arguments.

rights and slashed Polish air service to the United States.
West German officials said
Polish Deputy Prime Minister
Mieczyslaw Rakowski arrived in
Bonn today to meet with Foreign
Minister Han-Dietrich Genscher
to discuss the sanctions, which
would halt 'U.S. cooperation in
construction of a Soviet gas
pipeline to Western Europe.
The general feeling in Bonn and
other Western European capitals
involved in the gas deal was that
the Soviets would look elsewhere
for equipment to build the 2,400
mile .pipeline. Rakowski is the
first senior Polish official to travel
abroad since martial law was
declared.
Polish television announced industrial price hikes beginning
Jan. 1 for gas, oil, coke and
building materials "in line with
the eZonomic reform." The cost of
a ton of crude oil will go from
$64.52 to $432.26, the state-run
Television said, adding that the increases "will necessarily mean a
rise in retail prices."
Earlier this week, the government said meat and butter rations
wOuld be cut.
"There's no food again," said a
Polish woman from Katowice who

Appeals court upholds
Jean Harris' conviction
NEW YORK (AP) — A state appeals court today unanimously
upheld Jean Harris' conviction for
the murder of her lover, Scarsdale
Diet doctor Herman Tarnower.
In his opinion, presiding justice
Milton Molten said, "We are convinced that although Jean Harris
did not receive a perfect trial, she
received an eminently fair one.
Nothing more is required."
The court rejected defense
claims that the case was seriously
prejudietd by the prosecution's
use of a police officer's report that
he heard Mrs. Harris say,"Oh my
God,I think I've killed Hi."
Mrs. Harris made the statement
on the telephone to her lawyer the
night of the shooting and was
overheard by a police officer who
later testifed at the three-month
trial.
The statement, "made under
these circumstances, neither indicates nor suggests an intent to
kill on the part of Mrs. Harris.. It
suggests the contrary since it
reflects her surprise at Tar
nowers elinditiou and her tun erWay with respect to her respon

sunny and warmer
Sunny and warmer today.
Highs in the low to mid 40s.
Becoming cloudy late tonight
with showers possible towards
morning. Lows in the mid 30s.
A period of . showers likely
Thursday with highs in the mid
40s.
The outlook for New Year's
day calls for partly cloudy
skies and mild temperatures.
Lows in the 30s and highs in the.
mid or upper 40s.
Friday through Sunday Partly cloudy new )ears day
with lows around 30 and highs
in the mid to upper 40s. Chance
of showers Saturday , becoming

partly cloudy Sunday Overnight lows in the low 30s and
highs remaining in the 40s
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Justice Department sees no end
to contractor corruption in U .S.
Carolina, Georgia, Mississippi,
By ROBERT B.CULLEN
Kansas, Texas, Louisiana, KenAssociated Press Writer
Arkansas, Florida, and
tucky,
After
—
)
AP
(
WASHINGTON
Nebraska.
two years of investigations and
Department officials would not
trials in 13 states, the Justice
identify the six other states where
Department sees no end in sight to
grand juries are considering intilt trail of corruption among
and held out the
-die4isefits
--eon-highway
nation's
the
some of
contractors under
that
possibility
tractors as it pursues cases in six
will yield tips
testify
to
pressure
additional states.
into still
inquiry
the
take
that will
Contractors have been indicted
states.
more
bids
rig
thus far for conspiring to
"I have seen no evidence that
on paving projects in Tennessee,
contractors have cleaned
highway
Virginia, North Carolina, South
up their act" since the investigation began, said Joseph Widmar,
the department official who supervises the 25 to 30 lawyers now
working on the project.
So far, the Justice Department
indicted 102 paving corporahas
Fire early this morning
and 132 individuals, actions
partially
trailer
and
one
desstroyed
to a count compiled Tuescording
damaged another approximately
day.
five feet away, according to a
Most of those accused have
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
guilty rather than face
pleaded
Squad spokesman.
trial. Of those who opted for jury
The trailers, located on
trials, only one corporation and
Highway 1828 one mile north of
the
at
were
unoccupied
Almo,
time of the incident, the
spokesman said. Owners are
unknown.
When firefighters arrived at the
scene, one trailer was engulfed
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
with flames and the other had
special prosecutor appointed to insmoke coming out the windows, he
vestigate Labor Secretary Raysaid.
mond J. Donovan will not be
The spokesman added squad
restricted to a probe of allegations
members felt the fire spread from
that Donovan's New Jersey conone trailer to the other.
struction company made an ilNo injuries were reported.
legal kickback to a union official
Cause and origin of the fire is
in 1977.
unknown,the spokesman said.
A three-judge special proSquad members were at the
court told New York Atsecutor
scene about 1'-2 hours.
torney Leon Silverman on Tuesday that he could investigate "any
other allegation" against
Donovan — including whether he
The Murray Ledger & Times
lied at his Senate confirmation
(UsPs3111-700)
hearings.
The Murray Ledger & Times is publishDuring those hearings, Donovan
ed every afternoon except Sundays, July
4, Christmas Day. New Years Day and
denied any wrongdoing by himself
Thanksgiving Day by Murray
or the company, Schiavone ConNewspapers Inc.. 106 N. 4th, Murray,Ky.
42071 Second Class Postage Paid at Murstruction Co. of Secaucus, N.J.
rev. Ky. 42071.
Questions directed to Donovan at
SUBSCRIPTION RATFS• In aroma
the hearings revolved around
served by carriers, 13.50 per month,
payable in advance. By mail in Calloway
kickbacks by,Schiavone to
alleged
County and to Benton. Hardin, Mayfield,
union officials.
Sedalia and Farmington, Ky.. and Paris,
Buchanan and Puryear, Tn., $24.50 per
The special prosecutor court,
year By mail to other destinations $30.60
of three federal apcomposed
per year.
pellate judges, said in a statement
To reach all departments of the
perspaper phone 753-1910.
that Silverman is "an independent
voter, not registered as an

Rescue workers
extinguish fire

three individuals have been acquitted.
The number of convictions or
pleas of nobo contendere (no contest) stands at 71 for corporations
and 101 for individuals, with the
rest of the cases pending.
The investigation started in 1979
when the department received a
complaint from the Federal Aviation Administration about bids
that had been received for a paving job at an airport in Richmond,
Va. At about the same time, the
department heard allegations of
bid rigging on Tennessee highway
construction projects.
Tennessee set the pattern that
has since been discovered in other
states. Its highway contracts are
let to the lowest bidder, but the
Justice Department found that
highway contractors regularly
gathered in the state capital the
night before the bids were due and
divided up the business,arranging
who would submit the "low" bid.

COUNTY OFFICIALS SWORN IN — Calloway County officials sworn in were (from left) Charles Hale,
property valuation administrator,George Weaks,county judge/executive, Huel"Wimpy"Jones,jailer, Marvin Harris, county court clerk, Tommy Walker, coroner, David Balentine, sheriff, Joseph Bolin, assistant
county attorney,and Max Parker,county attorney.

gation not
Donovan
,investi
restricted to original probe
adherent of any political party."
However, the one-time assistant
deputy attorney general is a
senior litigator for the New York
law firm of prominent Democrat
R. Sargent Shriver — Fried,
Frank, Harris, Shriver and Jacobson.
The court specifically told
Silverman to investigate the alleged incident that led Attorney
General William French Smith to
conduct an investigation to determine whether a special prosecutor
was needed.
In that incident, Smith said in a
report, an informant told a Justice
Department attorney that he and
Donovan were present when an official of Schiavone made a $2,000
payment to a union official in May
or June 1977.
The alleged payment purportedly occurred at a Long Island City,
N.Y., restaurant. The recipient,
according to Justice Department
officials, was Louis Sanzo, an official of the Laborers' International Union, Local 29, in New
York.

NOW
OPEN

Old fashioned value isn't gone forever, we've brought
it back for our opening. These prices go back to the
good old days.

No Appointment Necessary
Shampoo Cut & Style For Men

Only $4 Reg..„..

Shampoo, Cut & Style For Women

coo
OnlyS"IF
Reg. $10.00

Shampoo, Cut & Style For Children

Only

(Children II yrs. of age & under)

$4100

SHERIFF DEPARTMENT OFFICIALS — Sheriff department officials sworn in were (from left) were Hal
Miller, deputy, J. D. Williams, deputy, Gene Rogers, baliff, Susan Cunningham, secretary, Bill Marcum,
chief deputy,Larry Nixon,deputy,and David Balentine,sheriff.

Lt. Gov. Collins faces challenge
during upcoming General Assembly
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The
most obvious political aspect of
the 1982 legislative session involves Lt. Gov. Martha Layne Collins, who will seek the Democratic
nomination for governor in 1983.
Recent history is encouraging
for Mrs. Collins. Until the advent
of Gov. John Y. Brown Jr., who
came out of nowhere to win the
nomination in 1979, the prior two
governors had been lieutenant
governors.
They are U.S. Sen. Wendell
Ford and Julian Carroll, also
Democrats, and like Mrs. Collins,
they presided over the Senate by
virtue of office.
Therein lies the opportunity and
peril.
Mrs. Collins cannot afford to
make political mistakes if she is to
emerge as a strong candidate. But
she also has a highly visible platform for an unofficial campaign.
Mrs. Collins did quite well in the
1980 session. She handled her
duties with calm discipline and
avoided antagonizing colleagues.
In the one controversial bill that
faced her, the lieutenant governor
went out of her way to take a
stand.
Even though her vote was not
required, she cast a ballot against
the proposed professional negotiations bill for public

A Peg $5.00

schoolteachers, a measure pro- Grove, who ran for lieutenant
governor in 1979 and reportedly
moted by Brown.
That legislation thereby went wants another crack at it.
So, the presiding officers of both
down to defeat before it got a
chance to be considered in the chambers may be vying for lieutenant governor, which sets up inHouse.
The vote was not such a momen- teresting possibilities at the
tous decision for Mrs. Collins, a outset.
And Jim LeMaster, D former schoolteacher, because
public opinion seemed negative Lexington, the new House majoriabout PN and the lobbying against ty leader, is said to be grooming
himself for an attorney general's
it was fierce.
But this time, other issues may race.
Another political aspect of the
come along with greater sensitivities and potential for embar- 1982 session — the relationship of
rassment during the guber- the governor with legislators —
appears to present no problem to
natorial campaign.
anybody.
pretty
was
Collins
Also, Mrs.
Brown vowed not to interfere in
much left alone by critics last session because'no statewide races internal legislative matters after
he was elected, kept that promise
were in sight.
In the 1982 session, unknown and can be expected to adopt the
foes may emerge who may not same stance in 1982, especially
want Mrs. Collins to gain further since he goes out of office in two
years.
public acceptance.
The only potential for political
But so far, if appears the lieutenant governor can take care of maneuvering might be related to
herself, and she is considered a the possible gubernatorial ambitions of two Brown officials:
prime gubernatorial possibility.
Human Resources Secretary
leaving,
is
she
office
the
for
As
an unusual situation is looming on Grady Stumbo and Transportation Secretary Frank Metts.
her would-be successor.
They will have plenty of dealThe new House speaker is Bobby Richardson, D-Glasgow, and ings with the General Assembly in
there has been .speculation he view of the importance of their
wants to run for lieutenant gover- agencies these days, and if there
is latent political or other hostility
nor.
The Senate president pro tem to them, it will emerge in the comagain will be Joe Prather, D-Vine ing months.
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Perms For The Holiday?

Only $21 00

New Year
Greetings

cFatitastic

We've got locations coast-to-coast, and one near you!

Firs: 9 a.m.-6 P.m. Mon.-Sat. Thurs. 9 a.m.-8 P..m.
Murray
Oljimpic Plaza
753-0542
Paducah
2619 H C Mattis Drive,
Owned & Operated By Tom & Yvonne Key

•

•
•
•
•
732 Fairlane
•
•
42071
KENTUCKY
MURRAY,
•
•
(502) 753-4647
•
•
••••••••••••••••••••••••

This is our way of introducing our family to yours.

the original Family Haircutters

•
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Ceelvuut Mutes
: GgNutastia Studio,

(Includes Cut & Style)
Reg. 27.50

O

REGISTER NOW!
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Holiday Restaurant

Ignite the New Year with the start of big
things to come! We're wishing all our close
friends and customers sincere luck and joy!

$1 00 Fish
I ff

. 0

Cain's

!miners

Try Our Frog Legs and Seafood Platter

AMC-Jeep- Renault
Inc.
641 N.

In Aurora
We will be open New Year's
Day for your holiddy dining.
—Saturday Night Special

753-6448

For Good Nome Cooked Meals Try Our
Plate Lunches, Served Doily.
Hwy. 68 Aurora, Ky.
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Social security's
future is serious
but manageable
In the final hours before the Congress completed
its work for 1981 and adjourned until Jan. 25, two
significant actions were taken relative to Social
Security. Together they assure adequate funding
through 1982 while postponing for at least a year
hard decisions on how to resolve long-term funding
problems too large to be dealt with in makeshift
fashion.
To get through 1982 the Congress authorized borrowing from Medicare and disability accounts,
which have modest surpluses, to pay retirement
benefits. Although the authorization is only for one
year, it could be extended. However, with hospital
and other health care costs climbing, the Medicare
account could have troubles of its own in a few
years,if not sooner,and cannot be relied on for long
to provide retirement funds.
The other action was appointment of a 15member National Commission on Social Security
by President Reagan, House Speaker Thomas P.
O'Neill Jr. and Senate Majority Leader Howard H.
Baker Jr. (five appointments each). Under the
chairmanship of economist Alan Greenspan, a
Reagan appointee, the commission is to submit a
report by the end of 1982 recommending ways to
keep Social Security on a sound financial footing
through the 1980s and for decades beyond.
It undoubtedly has not escaped notice on Capitol
Hill and in the White House that the two actions virtually guarantee keeping Social Security problems
on a back burner until after the ,..ingressional elections next November. Members of the Congress
would do their constituents a disservice, however,if
they campaigned on demagogic promises to keep
everything the way it is in Social Security benefits
and eligibility.
Changes will have to be made. President Reagan,
although his tactics and statements have
sometimes have done more to create confusion that
to dispel premise that the nation must face up to
Social Security problems while there is still time to
resolve them in an orderly way.
Short-term problems are caused by the combination of high unemployment, which reduces Social
Security tax revenues, and continuing inflation,
which increases Social Security benefits through indexed cost-of-living provisions. If necessary, Congress could authorize borrowing from the general
fund to meet obligations to beneficiaries.
Long-term problems run deeper and do not lend
themselves to stopgap remedies. Americans are
retiring earlier and living longer. When the postWorld War II baby boom generation starts retiring
in large numbers early in the next century there
will not be enough Americans working to come
anywhere near meeting Social Security funding requirements — eVen if Social Security taxes, a
burden now, were raised substantially higher than
the future increases already scheduled.
Although the problems are serious, they are also
manageable if corrective steps are taken soon. It
has been calculated, for example, that raising the
standard retirement age gradually from 65 to 68 —
just a month or two a year — while also gradually
raising the early retirement age from 62 to 65,
would solve long-term problems. Short-term savings could be achieved by modifying the formula on
which cost-of-living increases for retirees are
calculated, to reflect more accurately the living
costs of the elderly.
The danger is in doing nothing and pretending the
problems will go away. They won't. Members of the
Congress, or candidates running next year, who tell
voters that nothing has to change in Social Security
will be perpetrating a cruel hoax on present and
future retirees.
(Reprinted by permission of The Philadelphia
Inquirer)

Looking back
Ten years ago
An all night singing was planned Dec. 31 at Shady
Grove Baptist Church, according to the Rev. Jerry
Lee, pastor.
Ham and roast beef were stolen from the kitchen
of Murray Woman's Club House during the holiday
weekend.
Twenty years ago
Fire destroyed an old store building and a twostory building used as a Woodmen of Worfd hall at
Kirksey Dec. 29.
Forrest Martin had been appointed as a District
Scout Executive by Four Rivers Boy Scout Council.
Martin was to reside in Murray.
Thirty years ago
Pvt. William Henry Hester, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Obie Hester, Rt. 2, Kirksey, was still missing in action in Korea. He was reported missing July 20,
1950.
Cpl. Ted J. Barnett, son of Mr. and Mrs. Collie
Barnett, was stationed at Scott Air Force Base, Illinois.
the

Murray Ledger & Times
Walter 1. Apperson
Publisher

K.Gene MeCuteheon
Editor
The Murray Ledger & Times is a member of
Associated Press, Kentucky Press AssociaLion and Southern Newspaper Publishers
Association.
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled
to news originated by The Murray Ledger &
Tiesand other AP News.
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by phyllis 8 gene mccutcheon

Quotes from the quotable bring year to end
We find there is much reflecting going on about the past year. As the
New Year approaches a lot is said
about the best and worst of 1981.
Recently we discovered several
quotes from 1981 that warrant
another mention. Of course, government and more especially the oval office always slip a few memorable
thoughts our way. From the nation's
capital came quips like:
• "Jesse Helms wants me to move
to the right, Lowell Weicker wants
me to move to the left and Teddy
Kennedy wants me to move back to
California." —Ronald Reagan.
•"The only thing that seems to be
going wrong is that sometimes the
District of Columbia is one gigantic
ear." —The President.
• "Honey, I forgot to duck." —The
President to Nancy following the
assasination attempt.
And those about the country's top

leaders:
•"The president doesn't want any
yes-men and women around him.
When he says no, we all say no."
—presidential assistant Elizabeth
Dole.
•"My responsiblity is to follow the
Scriptures, which call upon us to occupy the land until Jesus returns."
—Interior Secretary James Watt.
• "James Watt's idea of communing with nature is a cookout in a strip
mine." —Mark Russell,comedian.
• "Mr. President, you're making
my life miserable." —Tip O'Neill.
"That's the best news I've heard today." —President Reagan.
From across the nation and around
the world came such zingers as:
•"I've never seen such hype in my
life. We're launching a truck into
space, and everybody keeps saying
it's the Second Coming." —Sen.
William Proxmire

• "I congratulate the President.
The Supreme Court was the last bastion of the male: a stale dark room
that needed to be cracked open. I
don't know the lady, but if she's a
good lawyer and believes in the Constitution, she'll be all right." —Barbara Jordan speaking about
Supreme Court Justice Sandra
O'Connor.
• "I reserve judgment on whether
God is a conservative or not." --John
Kenneth Galbrath.
• "If they haven't figured out how
to get rid of the stuff after- 30 years,
they ought to shut the plants down.
It's like building an eating place
without a garbage disposal."
—Alfred Coleman, Jr. enviromentalist speaking about nuclear waste.
• "How can I convince foreign
leaders that I am in command when I
can't sell five airplanes9" --President Reagan speaking about the sale

of AWACS planes to the Saudis. '
And for those quotes that just
floated into the 1981 limelight and a
few of our favorites:
• "Money is the long hair of the
eighties." - Elizabeth Ashley.
• One of the ways I save energy is
by asking my servants not to turn on
the self-cleaning oven until after
seven in the evening." - Bets)
Bloomingdale
• "Being unwanted, unloved, uncared for, forgotten by everybody. I
think that is a much greater hunger,
a much greater poverty than- t e person who has nothing to eat... We
find each other." - Mother Teresa.
And finally the quote heard man%.
times but with a new meaning in 1981.
• And that's the way it is, Friday
March 6, 1981. I'll be away on assignment and Dan Rather will be sitting
in here for the next few years. Good
Night." -- Walter Cronkite.

Writer questions
usefulness
of information
Headline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Headline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45.381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: In June, I began
receiving a VA pension for a disability that keeps me from working. In
November I received a question form
to be filled out and returned by
January 1, 1982, all about my income
status. I am not a very well educated
man, and when it comes to figures
and financial statements, I don't
know where to begin. I need help filling this form out and would also like
to know why they need this information. Does this mean that my benefits
may be stopped? K.S.
ANSWER: More than a million and
a quarter Veterans Administration
pension recipients received
reminders last month that it's time to
take the annual rook at their incomes
for this year to make certain they
still meet the legal eligibility rules.
A questionnaire, required by law,
was sent with November checks,
and, with certain exceptions, VA pensioners must complete and return it
by Jan. 1, 1982, or face suspension of
their payments.
One excepted group includes
596,000 VA pensioners over 72 years
of age who have been receiving pensions for the last two years. Also excepted are children under 23 receiving pension under laws in effect prior
to Dec.31, 1978.
Instead of income questionnaires,
these groups received, with their
November pension check, a
reminder that they must report any
changes in the number or status of
their dependents and any increase in
their annual income which puts it
over VA limits.
VA officials said these pension
recipients need not report the June
1st cost-of-living increase in their
social security since VA automatically records this information.
Help on completing both the annual
income questionnaires and the
reminder cards is available from VA
regional offices and from the major
veterans organizations.
Since you have delayed so long in
seeking help in filling out your form,
you could experience a delay in
receiving your benefits the first few
months of 1982. Get the help you need
and send in the form as soon as possible.
HEARTLINE: I never thought that
I would be turning to a Pen Pal Club
for friendship because of loneliness,
but I am. I have heard that you have
such a club that is for persons over
age 511. Where do I write for information on membership? C.L.
ANSWER: For information on our
Pen Pal Club, send your inquiries to
Heartline's American 60 Club, 114
East Dayton St., West •Alexandris,
Ohio 45381. Please inclose a selfaddressed and stamped envelope for
reply.

agree or not

by s.c. von curon

Personnel reduction has two sides
FRANKFORT - There are two
sides to the controversy over the
reduction in state personnel by the
Brown Administration --the
employees'and the administration's.
A total of 1650 Merit System
employees were dismissed and of
that total 40 were ordered returned
by the Personnel Board after hearings to their positions or similar ones
and paid back wages. Back pay totaled more than $100,00. Only 316
employees appealed their
dismissals.
Of this number, 250 cases have
been heard with 40 being ordered
reinstated; 30 cases have not been
heard and 65 or 70 appeals are pending. Transcripts are being prepared
on the 30 cases, Mike Robinson,deputy Personnel commissioner said last
week.
Robinson said the layoffs of 210 had
been upheld, but many of these have
been reinstated or placed in other
positions under a placement policy
ordered by Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.
"It's almost impossible to track
down the number reinstated or reemployed," Robinson said.
The big beef of state employees is
that the Brown Administration has
violated the Merit System, many administrators paying little or no
regard to it, but particularly continuing threats or rumors of wholesale
layoffs or dismissals in the name of
economy or for "running the state
like a business." Much of it was done
in the name of economy to trim expenses to 'meet shortfalls. -in the
budget.
Most any responsible observes of
state government would agree that
the number of state employees needed trimming considerably and that
several were placed on the rolls just
a few months before the last guber-

natorial election.
The question is the method used in
reducing the number. Several career
employees (15 to 28 years experience) were fired while new
employees in probationary periods
were retained. Robinson said the
number of state employees in
December were 34,481, or 5500 less
than when Brown took office. Most of
these reductions were from deaths,
retirements or voluntary resignations to take jobs in private business.
Robinson said normal attrition accounted for 21 percent t about the normal yearly average), of the turnover
in personnel last year. A total of
13,000 have left state government
since Brown took office. Of the 34,481
full-time state employees, 32,032
work in the executive department,
183- in Legislative Research and 2,266
in the Judicial.
Contrary to what Gov. Brown says
and the out-of-state media quote him
as saying about his savings by reducing the number of state employees by
more than 5,000, the state payroll is
considerably higher now than it was
when he took office. He continues to
say he has reduced the payroll, implying a saving in money which isn't
true..
However. Brown should be given
some good marks on the payroll
score since no state employee is now
drawing pay below the poverty level
and all have had five to 15 percent increases in pay, from the lowest level
to the highest, with the lower levels
favored by larger percentage raises.
The problem is that a five or 10 percent pay increase means a lot fewer
total additional dollars to a $7,500 a
year employee than to one drawing
$30,000 or more: Brown increased the
top level pay'and has more at that
level than the previous administra-

tion.
Robinson said the increases have
gone to the Merit employees in the
past two years. He said the appoini•
tive employees are ranging in pa":
from $30,000 to $40,000 with some
making up to $47,500 top for cabinet
secretaries.
A bill has been prefiled containing
the intent to provide more
safeguards for Merit employees and
to make dismissals or layoffs more
difficult
One of the stickiest personnel controversies now simmering is
Transportation Secretary Frank
Metts' replacement of some highway
district engineers with 'managers'
who are not qualified engineers.
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Silence Is Golden In
Case of Missing Silver.:

After dinner I cleared the table for my wife and carefully
,checked the silverware and found that two pieces of silver
were missing! I checked the trash bag to make sure the
away. I
cing Group will sponsor missing silver had not been accidentally thrown etc.
The
even checked the dining area, floor, chairs, table,
New Year's dance from two
pieces were nowhere to be found! They were obviuusly
7:30 p.m. to 1 a.m. at stolen by one of our guests.
Woodmen of World Hall.
I took my wife aside, told her, and asked her what W-e
--should do. She said,"Nothing." Abby, what would you ha;ee
Watchnight service will done or said? Is there a diplomatic way of handling.thiti?
LONG JOHN SILVER
be at 7:30 p.m. at Grace

Baptist Church.

THE ACES®IRA

I *Human Relations
I

.,-,. . ,

( Marlene), 1810 Sherri
Lane.
DISMISSALS
Dana Cheryl Sullivan
and baby boy, Rt. 9,
Marion; Tina G.
Sutherland, 119 Riviera;
Kathy G. Herndon, Rt. 4;
Jorge Garrastazu, -1520
Canerbury.
Teresa C. Arnold, Box
595; Tana G. Farmer, Rt.
1, Mayfield; Daniel
James Holskey, Box 826;
Edward E. Johnson,
5; Kimberly A. Conner,
By Abigail Van Buren
Rt. 1, Dexter.
• 1961 by Untrenal Pnlee SynChCat*
Neil C. Brown, 1301
Kirkwood; Orvis Milford
Orr, Rt. 2, Hazel; Clifford
F. Rogers E17 Fox DEAR ABBY: Recently my wife and I invited a group of
to our home for a formal dinner. One couple eilled
Meadows; Modena Orr, friends
and asked if they could bring a dear friend from out of town.
Fern Terrace Lodge; We said, "Of course."
•
Francis A. Calvert (ex- Our table was set with our finest china, crystal aid
pired),918 North 16th St. sterling silver flatware.

Community calendar

*Gain Recognition
I *Win Friends
I *Get Our Of Your Shell

I
PAUL SALLY
NEWMAN FIELD
ABSENCE
OF MALICE

David A. Camp, D5 Adults 102
Murray Manor; Ralph J. Nursery 6
Hawkins, Box 74, FarmNEWBORN
ington; Thomas E.
ADMISSIONS
Roberts Rt. 3; Albert E.
Smith, baby girl (BrenWright, Rt. 1, Dexter; da), Rt.8,Benton.
Robert E. Moyer, 1231
McCuiston, baby girl
Dogwood.
(Donna ), Box 1063.
Clarence I. Horton, 914
DISMISSALS
Coldwater Rd.; Trellis E.
Rosemary Caruso, Rt.
McCuiston, Rt. 2; Albert 2, Big Sandy, Tenn.;
W. Parker, 901 Poplar Harvey Pritchett, Box 2,
St.; George W. Dunn, Rt. Dexter.
5; Daisy M. Barnhill (expired), Rt. 3, Paris, Tenn. 12-27-81
Adults 111
12-25-81
Nursery 7
Adults 88
NEWBORN
Nursery 3
ADMISSIONS
NEWBORN
Sherfield, baby girl
ADMISSIONS
312 South 14th
(Marilyn),
Hill, baby boy (JacMayfield.
St.,
queline), Rt. 1, Almo.'
Anderson, baby girl
Wenderoth, baby girl
(Angela), Rt. 9, Benton.
(Suetta), E-18 Fox
Geib, baby boy
Meadows.
DISMISSALS
Nancy S. Duncan and
baby boy, Rt. 1, Dexter;
Thursday,Dec.31
Elmer C. Colson, Rt. 1,
Senior Citizens Centers
Dexter; Cathleen will be open as follows:
Brigette Culek, Box 645; Hazel and Douglas from
Weldon Thomas Box 56, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. and Ellis
Hazel.
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Joanne Hatcher, 401
Square and Round DanNorth Fifth St.; David M.
Hendy, Rt. 5, Benton;
Auda Bee Linn, Rt. 2,
Hazel; Joseph G. Cowin,
1318 Diuguid; Lorene S.
Colson, Box 1071, Cadiz.
"Statistics are no substi•
12-2641.
tute forjudgment."Henry Clay.

1
DEVELOP POISE
I
and UM CONFIDENCE

I

A Comic-Nightmare
.......... _......

Xi

12-24-81
Adults 89
Nursery 2
NO NEWBORN
ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Carl Rex Robinson, Rt.
1, Puryear, Tenn.; Brenda G. Kimbro, 811 Olive
St.; Charles R. McCoy,
Rt. 3; Walter R. Kilgore,
Rt. 1, New Concord;
Sharon Mohler, Rt. 1,
Almo; Margaret E.
Tharp, 2205 Coldwater
Rd.
Bertha L. Beane, Rt. 1;
Dorothy N. Ward, 302
South 17th St., Mayfield;
Barry K. Canter, Rt. 1;
Leroy Laporte, 7760
Cogswejl, Romulus,
Mich.; Teresa G. Shelton,
Rt. 1, Fulton; Melissa A.
Paschall, Rt. 2, Puryear,
Tenn.
Melissa D. Forrester.
Rt. 1, Sedalia; Herbert L.
adiz;
Cossey, Rt. 3,
Janet M. Miller and baby
boy, 903 North 18th St.;
Jacob T. King, 521
Housman, Mayfield;
James D. Kelly, Rt. 3.
Bobby Wayne Dick, Rt.
1, Mayfield; Kenneth E.
Smith, 820 South Fourth
St.; Linda L. Fennell, Rt.
1, Dexter; Kathryn M.
Foster, Rt. 6, Mayfield;
Cona 011ie Halcomb, Rt.
5.
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AFTER CHRISTMAS
Starts
Sat.
Dec. 26
1000 a.m.
Just for you: lots of surprises and savings.

DEAR JOHN:I'd have remained silent. The alternative would be to announce that'two pieces of silver
were missing - then wait for the "thief" to surG. CORN, JR. render the stolen goods. Such a scene would have
created more humiliation than the silver was worth.
•• •

12-30-A
NORTH
•K Q
•A 9 6 2
•AKQ108
+53
EAST
WEST
+63
In today's attractive •9 7 4 2
•Q J 8 5
slam, declarer cited statis•J 4 2
tics to support his play of •9 6 5 3
4J872
4KQ1094
his trump suit. UnfortunateSOUTH
ly, he missed the main point.
•A J 1085
Why settle for a 90 percent
•K 1074 3
play when a virtual cinch is
•7
also available?
•A 6

DEAR ABBY: Talk about a mess,this is the worst. Our 19year-old son has just told his father and me that he wants to
get married and the sooner the better!.
The girl is his first cousin. She's 18. We knew they had
been spending a lot of time together lately, but had no idea1t
was that serious. Anyway, the kids are "in love," she's
expecting, and our problem is that first cousins aren't
allowed to marry in Nevada. We were told that first cousiijs
are allowed to marry in California, but if the kids gothete
to get married, would their marriage be legal in Nevada?
PREMATURE GRANDMh

DEAR GRANDMA:Yes. A marriage performed in a
state that permits first cousins to marry is usually
North's jump to five
you'd be wise to
hearts asked about club conVulnerable: Both Dealer considered legal in all states. But
check with a lawyer.
trol and South cue bid to South. The bidding:
show the ace. North showed South West North East
•• *
interest in seven by cue bid- 14
Pass
Pass 2*
ding six diamonds, but 2114
Pass
Pass 5,
DEAR ABBY: You recently defined a professional as
Pass
Pass
South's six hearts proved
someone who receives remuneration for a job, as opposed to
611
Pass Pass Pass
high enough.
,
an amateur who does what he does without pay.
Declarer won his club ace
I am sure that mine will not be the only letter of protest.
Opening lead: Club king
and cashed two quick diaAs an unpaid volunteer fireman for seven years, I do not
consider myself an amateur. I am well-trained and certified
monds to get rid of his club
by the state of Florida, and I feel qualified to call myself a
loser. A low trump came ruff could beat you."
professional.
next and when East
If one must refer to
followed, declarer went statistics, he might as well Abby, approximately 90 percent of the firefighters in the
U.S.A. are volunteers. On behalf of that 90 percent, may'I
right up with his king. This refer to the best. .
assure you that should anyone need us at 3 a.m. in the
fatal play gave East two
freezing rain, we will be there, performing the same
Bid with Coro
trump tricks and the slam
---,dedicated service as our professional brother firefighters
was laid to a not,so quiet
who do it for a living.
South holds: 12-30-B
rest.
CHARLES W. NOAH
"The trumps lie 4-0 less
•K Q
than 10 percent of the
DEAR MR. NOAH: My definition lighted a few fuses
•A 9 6 2
time," alibied South. "1
among some dedicated volunteers who resented
•AKQ108
would have had an easy
being called amateurs. Mea culpa. Mea maxima culpa.
+53
time with any other distri•••
bution."
North
South
North.
replied
"True,"
I.
1*
CONFIDENTIAL TO "UNDECIDED IN THE MID"But you missed a simple 2V
2 NT
WEST": Ask for a prenuptial agreement. Every
play. Since you chose to play
divorce began with a honeymoon. Trust me.
the trumps as you did, you
could have gone one step ANSWER: Three no trump.
* ••
further. When East followed No reason to insist on a suit
to the . trump lead from contract and the no trump Do you have questions about sex, love, drugs and
dummy, why not insert the- game should prove best.
the pain of growing up? Get Abby's new booklet:
10 and guard against all
"What Every Teen-Ager Ought to Know." Send $2
bridge questions to The Aces. and a long, stamped (37 cents), self-addressed
distributions? Had you Send Box
12363. Dallas, Texas 75225,
P0.
made that play, only an with self-addressed stamped envelope envelope to: Abby, Teen Booklet, 12060 Hawthorn,
Blvd., Suite 5000, Hawthorne, Calif. 90250.
almost impossible spade for reply

Recipe given
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4
0
40
1114 4154441
121 Ily-Pois,Iherrey. K.
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Is Having
An Inventory Clearance
Sale
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OFF
All Wicker And
Rattan Furniture
In Stock
0

Everything Cash & Carry Only

e
cV,

1/4 OFF
Sale Items Include:

Chinese rattan trunks

ion I
collections
Table of golden rattan.
2" tall
/
261

Plus...Christmas
Decorations
Reduced

x 14 x 14" re«rol • hest
'1)111 batillsx;

lianibixw-k•ok table tray
l'1 till

Birth

Entire Stock

The new

Its comfortable. beatn
MI, and perfect for that
person von thought had
everyttung.
Rattan with walnut finish
Chaise lounge

'
By CECILY
BROWNSTONE
HOLIDAY GATHERING
Coffee Nog Fruitcake .
Coffee Nog
Repeated by request,
this nottoo-sweet net
packs a punch.
2 cups hot strong breived coffee
1 pint coffee ice cremil
1 cup light 80-proof rim
'4 cup coffee liqueur
Pour coffee over, ice
cream and stir to melt;
add rum and liqueur Aid
stir to blend. May 'Se
chilled as long as overnight. Makes about 31/2
cups. Serve in puridli
cups.

50

All Wedding Gowns &
Formals
Norman Rockwell Figurines
Waterford Crystal
Brass & Pewter Items
All China, Crystal & Flatware
Current Bridal Registry Excludedl

Sale Merchandise, Not Returnable, No
Alterations, Or Gift Wrapping
Other Discount Cards Do Not Apply

For Information
Regard*

Electrolysis
(Permanent
Removal of Hair)
Cell

74

121 Ny-Paaa, Murray. Ky.
•

Bel Air Center

753-1851

Murray

SULLIVAN BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Jogai
Sullivan, Rt. 9, Mariok
are the parents of a son;
Charles Joshua, weighing
six pounds 11 ounces, ;
4 inches, :
/
measuring 201
born at 12:05 a.m. Tuesday, Dec. 22, at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.
The mother is the
former Dana Johnson.
Grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. William T. !
Johnson of Murray and ;
Mr. and Mrs. William L.
llivan of Henderson.

753-8856

BEST

C

•••••••
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Thompson-Evans vows said at church
Karen Hence Thompson, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. William F. Thompson, Murray, and Phillip
Wayne Evans, son of Mr.
and Mrs. William R.
Evans, Nashville, were
married in a fall
ceremony at Tusculum
Hills Baptist— Chttreh,
Nashville.
The Rev. R. W.
Lakhbrook officiated.
Mdsic was by Mrs. Vernon Wells, organist, and
Jackie Holland, soloist.
Mendy Bryan, Murray,
kept the register.
The Bride
. The bride, escorted to
the altar by her father
and given in marriage by
her parents, wore a foralai gown of white chantilly lace over taffeta,
featuring a Queen Anne
neckline with iridescents
and pearls and long
pointed sleeves. The skirt
had rows of chantilly lace
ruffles extending into a
chapel length train.
"Her matching hat of
chantilly lace had a waist

length train. She wore a
strand of pearls and diamond earrings, the latter
a gift of the groom. She
carried a cascading bouquet of cranberry, pink
and white roses with
baby's breath and gypsophilia.
Cynthia Willoughby,
Trenton, Tenn., sister of
bride, was matron of
honor. Bridesmaids were
Susan Medlock, Paris,
Tenn., Emily Humphreys
and Greta Tunmerman,
Murray, and Jackie
Holland, Nashville.
The attendants wore
identical floor length
gowns of cranberry
crepe. They had matching capelets of sheer
chiffon and wore
fingerless elbow length
gloves of 'watching
cranberry lace. Each
carried a bouquet of
cranberry, pink mauve
and white rosebuds with
baby's breath, ivy and
fern leaves.

Groomsmen were Norman Manning, Tim
Smith, Mike Apple and
Steve Haynes, all of
Nashville. Ushers were
Danny Thompson, San
Antonio, Texas, and Donnie Thompson, Murray,
brothers of bride.
Reception
A reception followed
the ceremony in the
church fellowship hall.
Mrs. Ed Lenow, Memphis, sister of groom, and
Shirley lames,
Nashville, cousin of
groom, served. James
Thompson, Meridian,
Miss., cousin of bride,
distributed rice bags.
The couple left for an
eight-day Caribbean
cruise. They are now
residing in Nashville
where the groom is
employed by South Central Bell.
Rehearsal Dinner
The groom's parents
entertained with a
rehearsal dinner at home
of groom's uncle and
The groom chose his aunt, Mr. and Mrs. Jim
father as best man. Smith.

Zucchini pickle recipe
by Brownstone listed
By CECILY
BROWNSTONE
Associated Press Food
Editor
SUPPER FARE
Hamburgers with Baked
Beans
Toasted Buns
,Zucchini Pickle
Fruit
,Beverage
ZUCCHINI PICKLE
As good in winter as in
summer.
1 pound zucchini (four,
each about6 inches long)
1 Spanish onion (about
/
3
4 pound)
3 cups ice-cold water
2 tablespoons coarse
salt
•1 cup cider vinegar
/
1
2Cup sugar
'/
1
2teaspoon celery seed
/
1
2 teaspoon mustard
seed
Yz teaspoon turmeric
/
11
2 teaspoon dry
mustard

Rainvy'6
b) Moine.) 4pprmon
Home for the holidays from Natchez. Miss., were Rachel and Dr.
Cash Koenager. They were the
houseguests of Rachael's parents.
Faye Nell and Wayne Flora. Dr.
Koeniger is head of the History
Department at Southern University at Natchez.
More holiday guests were the
Kellys. The former Mary Ann
Melugin, daughter of Bob and
Helen Melugin, is leaving for
Charleston, S. C., Jan. 5 and for
Bamburg, Germany, Jan. 7. Her
husband, 1.1. Col. John Kelly, will
be stationed there for a tour of duty as a battalion commander in
field artillery. The Melugins may
have to plan a nice trip to Europe
while they are stationed there.
Mary Ann probably will get a
teaching job on the base. This is
the second tour of duty for the
Kellys in Germany.
•••
The Ledger lit Times received
many beautiful notes and
Christmas cards, which we enjoyed and appreciated so much.
One particularly interesting one
came from former Murray resident. Bill Mulligan, who studied
and worked for several years at
Murray State in the printing
department for Frank Fazi. Bill is
now working with the Xinhua
News Agency in Beijing, Peking,
China. He is thriving and doing
well over there.

Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Wayne Evans

datebook
watch night

Trim zucchini and
scrub in cold water; do
not peel; slice thin —
there should be 5 cups.
Peel and thinly slice
onion; separate into rings
• there should be 1
generous cupful. In an
enamel or stainless steel
bowl stir together the
water and salt until, salt
dissolves; add the zucchini and onion, making
sure they are covered
with the brine. Let stand
at room temperature for
3 hours; drain.
In a 3-quart saucepot
stir together the vinegar,
sugar, celery seed,
mustard seed, turmeric
and dry mustard; bring
to a boil; add the zucchini
and onion; bring to boil
again and boil gently for 5
minutes. Store in the
refrigerator. Makes 1
scant quart

A Watch Night service'
will be at Christian
Fellowship Church,
Briensburg Thursday,
Dec. 31, from 7 p.m. to
past midnight.
Eddie and Valerie Bell,
Randy and Dana
Bothwell, Debbie
Etheridge, Church Choir
and other local talent will
be featured in a musical
program.
Dr. J. T. Parrish,
senior church pastor, Will
speak about "Directions
For 1982." David Parrish,
ministerial student at Lee
College, Cleveland,
Tenn.,also will speak.
Refreshments will be
served about 10 p.m.

stop smoking
Participants of a recent
Five-Day Stop Smoking
Clinic, conducted at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, organized a
"no-smoking club" Dec.
16.

The first club meeting
will be Thursday, Jan. 14,
at 7 p.m. in the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Shroat, 302 South 13th St..
when a club name will be
chosen' and objectives
outlined.
A film, "Eat To Your
Heart's Content," will be
shown. The 'clinic was cosponsored by Murray
Seventh-day Adventist
Church% Hospital staff
members assisting in the
clinic were Dr. Dan
Miller, Dr. Richard
Blalock and Registered
dietician Lori Buchan.
Kathy Hodge, hospital
public relations director,
and Luther A. May, Murray Seventh-Day Adventist church pastor, said
another clinic has been
scheduled March 29 to
April 2.

Avoid salmonella problems

.
Superb Flavor! Bears Abundantly! •

III You already have a favorite variety
111 of tomato? Fine!Plant HY-X along. BIG PACKET
III side, then watch it steal the show for only
111 HY-X starts early, turns out toii matoes like a factory right up 'til
frost. And such quality! Deep scar.
let, globe-shaped fruit, full of firm
III yet tender meat, not just a gloppy
Ppd.
111 mass of water and seeds. Scientists.
•call HY:X "self-determining," which (80 seeds or more)
• means these plants will never become sprawlStalks so sturdy they bear their
ing giants. Stalks are so husky you needn't
big load offruit withoutstaking'
IN bother to stake 'em! HY-X grows well most
anywhere,even in semi-arid regions where or- rmenl
field Seed I Nursery Co
•dinary tomatoes die of thirst. Won't sun scald Dept 83
6312 Oak St Shenandoah Iowa 516.02
a or crack. To make Sure you'll try the remarkSure. I d like to try the new 1-IY-X1
Here
s my dime Also send tree your
able HY-X here's a bargain you can't pass
new Spring Catalog
..
- up...more than 80 seeds for only I0e! Sure,
we lose money doing this, but we win you as
II a new friend, so it's a good deal for both of us Name
us your dime today, won't you? Note: 1 Addiess
•Send
pkt per customer)

ii

40.

Italian Spaghetti
Special

•••
Have you made your New
Year's Resolution for '82' On
"Good Morning America" Ann
Miller and John Coleman made
two wonderful resolutions. Ann
Miller vows to save some money,
have a little nest egg. John Coleman related this theory of his
mother's. She always said if
couldn't be smart, then be kind, so
he has made a resolution for 1982
to be kind throughout the year. It
has been said "one of the most difficult things to give away is kind.
ness, it is usually returned."

Women at her home. She
also read scripture from
II Corinthians 9:15.
Missionaries having
birthdays listed on
prayer calendar were
read by Nancy tlamilton.
Each member was
•ell
presented a holiday corsage.
Former Channel Six newscaster
A potluck supper was
served. Sunshine friend:.
for 1981 were revealed by
an exchange of gifts
Members drew new sunshine friends for 1982.
Glenna Rawls was
honored with a surprise
Lawrence E. Lamb.M.D.
baby shower by the
DEAR DR LAMB
The
But as long as you cook
plished The percentage of
women.
other day I read an item your meat adequately that
good results has been
Other nienibers pre- that really frightened me It will not hurt you because improved by a special techsent were Judy Darnell, said that a lot of the meat adequate cooking will kill nique using microsurgery
we buy contains germs that the bacteria.
- -The tube is very small and
Betty Darnell, Emma can
cause food poisoning It
I am sending you The
this makes it possible to
Lou Adams, Sue Mad- also said that most
butcher Health Letter number 6-2.
make a better connection
ding, Faye Manning, shops actually contaminate Food Poisoning of Infectious
Just connecting the two
the
meat
before
it is sold in Origin, to help you handle
Shirley Carr, Elizabeth
ends of the tube (vas) that
handling
it. I always thought this problem in your own
have been severed is not
Steward, Magdeline Manthe meat you buy would kitchen. Others who want enough. Even with good surning, Reim Kelly, Vickie that
be clean and not dangerous this issue can send 75 cents gery not every man will be Knight and- Wilma Jean to your health. The article with a WM.
stamoed selfable afterward to produce
coldwater meet
Sanders.
also said that food poisoning addressed envelope for it to enough viable sperm to proValerie Hen.derson
Visitors present were . from germs was a far great- me. in care of this newspa- duce a pregnancy So I think
er threat to our health than per, P.O. Box 1551, Radio men must still consider a
presented a program at a Sharon Ingram, Melanie the
problem of chemicals
City Station, New York, NY
vasectomy a permanent
meeting Dec. 15 of Col- Hamilton. Donna Fulcher
I don't want to poison my 10019
form of sterility But perdwater Baptist Church and Pegg) Farmer.
family I always knew about
You'll be shocked to learn
haps as high as 50 percent of

mosinutimmassmo
m
• Only Henry Field's has it __
is
li Extraordinary
I
NEW TOMATO
III

PAGLIAI'S

Gary Roedemeier had a nice
write-up recently in The Commercial Appeal. John Knott who
writes Dixie Dialing is quoted as
follows: "You have to give credit
to news director Gary
Roedemeier and his crew at Channel 13 for strong gains in its news
audience. The station wallowed in
the doldrums for months before
Roedemeier and others were
hired to ipur on the lagging station "
•••
1.. J. Hortin laughs and says
when one of his students "does
good" he claims credit, when they
don't he blames it on the parents.
He has just received word that
Van Gordon Sauter is the
president-elect of CBS News in
New York City. Dr. Hortm taught
this man in his journalism cjasses
at Ohio University in Athens,
Ohio.
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potato salads and cream that your own kitchen count
men become fertile again
pies but didn't know about ers are likely to be contami. after the microsurgical
meat. What can we do to nated with salmonella, too
technique It is not any more
avoid getting sick from eat- In cooking if you use a modipainful (which means miniing infected meat?
fied sterilized technique you
mal) than a vasectomy, but
DEAR READER -- You can help avoid contaminatthe procedure is longer and
are probably overreacting ing your own food Try not
more difficult to perform
but there is a lot of truth in to handle the meat or food
your comments The food with utensils that have
poisoning from potato sal- touched uncooked meat or
ads and cream pies is from poultry, as the utensils may
a toxin released by the sta- contain salmonella The
phylococcal germs The tox- same applies to dishes and
in is already there when you pans An internal meat therMIAMI, Fla. AP eat it so you get sick right mometer will help you
away.
achieve and maintain a tem- One of the largest
The germ that causes food perature adequate to kill cameras in the world,
poisoning from meat, which bacteria
assigned to the New
includes
poultry.
is
DEAR DR LAMB
-salmonella. It acts differ- have been dating a man who Year's Day King Orange
ently The germs set up has had a vasectomy If Parade, will be unable to
housekeeping in your intes- martiage should be consid- take a single picture of
tine and then release toxins ered, I realize that there can the event.
to make you sick. Studies be no children. You said that
A huge replica of an anhave shown that. about 40 a tubal ligation can be
tique
bellows-type
percent of turkeys Sold have reversed in some women I
salmonella on their surface. would like to know if this is camera is featured on the
And beef and pork can be also true for a vasectomy If Eastman Kodak Co.,
contaminated. It is true that so, is it a painful procedure? float, atop two large
the butcher's block often has
DEAR READER -- You
salmonella on it from pro- are on the right track In photo albums of turn-ofcessing one piece of mail some instances a good the-century pictures
after another
reconnection can be accom- blown up to life-size.

Large camera
to be featpred

el

Factory Discount Shoes
Special For Kids I
Inside Dining Only

Free Refills On Drinks

Wednesday 4-10 P.M.

Ladies Name Brands
Pumps le Grey, Taupe,
Navy, Red, Wine

$895

Leather Crayon like

Ass..
$i 500

is Serum

Yhu Can't Lot This Good At hicmc For This Price
ill

SEC3SillS

Jr,

Mens Boots lust Arrived
Several Different Styles
Acme Dingo Boots
and Work Boots
Acme & Texas Western Boots$33"

Peney loafers

$1 500

Dress & Casual Shoes

s12-s14-$16

c.Suwi

Osaga loggers $1800

cliornE

Uti

pme titfok

alg
a

4s.

Slant

Enjoy a

dr

Womens - New Shoes - Mens

k1 ith Garlic Bread
Salad 40' Estra

Dock Shoes

visit in your
new home.

1,Iron Mistier
Ireton & bay Mere

$ 1 3oo

kettteries %fiend 753-3117c
•
Neste's*.
Ingeborg king(Ant.)491-8348
Mary Newitee(Ant)733-55111
et

4

76• 7o/a/

b017eIr

7/1n4.11

7or ?dome',

!leatlitti

22°°
()saga loggers s1 goo
Leather Teeois Shoes $ 24"
Pro Ked leathers

New Shipment Of
Ladies Diego Boots
Ladies Western Boots
By Acme and Durango, Designer
labels Starting Al ,
$27gs
mos.-sat. 9-6 Sea. 1-6

Conie Lowry, bride-elect of
William Abernathy, has
selected her pottery, crystal
and silver from our Bridal
Registry.
_
Conie & William will be
wed Jan. 9. .

Lace Up 8" Work Boots
$25“

Leather Proleds $22"

ii•Yor new home can be "Home Sweet Home" more
'kitty after a WELCOME WAGON visit.
,Tips about our neighborhood. Tips about good placell
shop. Useful gifts and invitations you can redeem foe
*re gifts from civic-Minded businesses.'That's whaF
soy visit is all abolit — and Wstree.
"...A WE LCOAAE WAGON call is easy to arrange and is
larch a owls, treat. We've been greeting people for
liyor 50 years. Jitst call me.

CeaI rearr

All Shoes Racket By Sizes

Factory Discount
Shoes

CELEBRATION SESSION
All Claps Begin hewer, 11, 1982
Day Classes Mon. Wed. t:30lO:30i.

Corr IlesIth Bldg /MU Continuing Id.
Night Classes 'Atm.-Them
p.m.•I
Woodmen tigll
For Information Call:
Linda Plaverstock or
Cathy Mattis

753-9419

16th & Main -Murray

753-0763 — 753-4775

I III. MI UK

N.

JP.

11 k

UN; .K & 1lMF. V. rdineviiaq Derr ow bre 341, 1981

Obituaries

Banking commissioner neutral on proposals
FRANKFORT, Ky.
AP-0— Morris R. Smith
of Owensboro, newly appointed state banking and
securities commissioner,
said that his department
would remain neutral on
proposals to change Kentucky's banking system.
Smith's appointment
was announced Tuesday
at press conference by
Tracy Farmer,secretary
of the Public Protection
and Regulation Cabinet.
Smith will resign as
president and chief ex-

ecutive officer of Citizens
State Bank in Owensboro
before assuming his new
position on Monday.
At the press conference, Smith said he
believes be is a "friend to
the Kentucky Bankers
Association and also to
the new Progressive
Bankers Association and
I think that I can work
well with both groups."
But his department, he
added, will remain
neutral.
A number of banking-

related issues face the
1982 General Assembly,
including proposals to
allow cross-county branching and multibank
holding companies.
Current state law prohibits a bank from
operating beyond the
county in which it was
chartered. Both proposals would change that,
the former by allowing
banks to open branches
outside their home counties and the latter by permitting a banking cor-

Turner rites scheduled Thursday

poration to control more member of inc Progressive Bankers
than one bank.
Services for Curve B.
Smith has chaired *e Association.
Turner, Rt. 1, Dexter,
legislative committee bf
will be Thursday at 2 p.m.
the Kentucky Bankers
Small.received the en- In the chapel of Max
Association for the past dorsement of both groups Churchill Funeral Home.
four years. But Citizens for the commissioner's The Rev. Deward Hursh
State Bank, he said, is a position,Farmer said.
will officiate and Oneida
White will be organist
and soloist.
Massimo! Average
4-11.X
Goodyear
WO me
Au Products
37h am
Goll Oil
X% -44,
Nephews will serve as
American biotin
2%+ h
Beoblein .
pallbearers and burial
Ashland
Wis -AO
MK +'
WI
American Telephone
Aries
SI% +MI
17%/1 ISA will follow in Stewart
Chrysier
X-mart
ro -44
II% Ilir
Ford
.. lilla -ila
Pasta
Cemetery.
Wo -lb
GAP
L*-', Quiet Oats ............
... X + Ai
Friends may call at the
General Dynamics
geo sac Twee
near
akt gic
General Ilolon
U.S. Tobacco
No Trois funeral home.
General Tire
at,
IA +44
Turner, 85, died Mon4. C
Iri.l
e l. oiof
a +-Ai
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Stock market

••

$ircAColonial$e'RPure Cane
SUPER MARKET
Ione &reed & Operated
New Store's...ars 7
•me

4.

Prices Good 12-30-81
Thru
1-5-82

With $10.00 Or Moro Purchase lir
Excluding Dairy & Tobocco
Products Or Drinks On Spacial

emne deammalama...

;)!i)

*VS

Stwer9

Folgers Instant Save 30'

$369
Coffee
1001.
Sunflower Sore 30'
Corn Meal 5 Lb. Bog $1 29

__.R.C. Cola,_
Diet Rite,
Cola & New
R.C. 100

Big Tate Mashed

Potatoes.

16 Oz.8 Bottle Carton
Plus Bottles or Deposit

29

Save 37'
16 oz.

Libby's Beef

98c

The headline in Tuesday's newspaper on the
jury list for district court
incorrectly stated jurors
were to report for duty
Jan. 5. The correct date

Kitchen Kraft
Fresh Blockeyed

Peas

3

Stew

24 oz.

9„

•

If you feel like crying, cry. If what you
soy causes someone in the family to cry,
that's all right too.•Tears are the greatest
release for emotions. And it is good to encourage on outward expression of feelings.
And be o good listener.

15 oz.Save 28'

Save 20'

appeared in the body of
the story. District jurors
should report to the courtroom on Jan. 15. The
Murray Ledger & Times
regrets any confusion this
error may have caused.

Should
I Cry
At A Funeral

cans

$1 3

Pallbearers were Ronnie Green, Ned Galloway,
Phillip Bazzell, Kenneth
Mohler,Jimmy Crick and
J. R.Smith. Burial was in
West Fork Cemetery.
The deceased, 23, was
the wife of Jackie Carson.

Headline incorrect

4t

Open New Year's Eve

-

His five surviving sons
are Oval Turner, Rt. 3,
Frank Turner, Hammond,Ind., M. J. Turner,
Southgate, Mich., Dale
Turner, Westland, Mich.,
Turner.
and
Vernon Hale Turner,
his
by
survived
He is
widow, Irene Dunn Taylor, Mich.
Turner.
Also surviving are a
Five daughters survive sister, Mrs. Jack Fowler,
who are Mrs. Boyce Rt. 1, Ahno; a brother,
Shaw, Dearborn, Mich., Bravo Turner, Shawnee,
Mrs. Cleveland Hicks, Rt. Okla.; 23 grandchildren;
2, Cadiz, Mrs. Irvin 30 great-grandchildren.

Services for Mrs.
Beverly Carson, Rt. 2,
were today at II a.m. in
the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home.
The Rev. Wayne Carter
officiated and Oneida
White was organist and
soloist.

5 Lb. Bag

109._

Miller, Rt. 1, Ahno, Mrs.
Velar Olak, Garden City,
Mich., and Mrs. Gene
Burkeen,Rt. 1, Dexter.

Mrs. Carson's rites today

Sugar

"low Overblown Means low Prices-

We Gladly
Accept Feed Stamps
We Reserve TkeR1glit
Ti Molt Ilsomethies

day at 10:10 p.m. at Marshall County Hospital,
Beaton. He was a retired
farmer and a member of
Northside Baptist
Church.
Born Aug. 16, 1896, in
Trigg County, he was the
son of the late Jack
Turner and Julie Joyce

1 Lb Bag Save 9'
Hyde Park Blackfly.

Happy Vale

,70. 3/$1
49`
98c
Corn Flakes

Sweet Peas
Purex Save 20'
Bleach

Hyde Park

3.4 Gel.

3/$

Spam Luncheon Save 20'

Meat

12 oz.

Cream

39

$

mu S. 3rd

Teaesmy Walker-thraer

753-2411

Sealtest Sour

Reg. or Wovey Sore 20'

1

10h oz.

J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home

Dip

Chips

Plochman's Squeez Barrel

The J. H. Churchill Funeral Home is backed by 95 years of reliable
family service. Allow us to help you in your time of need

2801.
Sealtest

'
lototo

Post Toasties 18 oz.

Mustard

,
2F.89c
Peas
Pinesol Liq. Save 41`
$1 98
Disenfectont

"See me
for State Farm
Renter's Insurance.

I

Save 33'
Boone County Mexican

Beans

300 Size

Hyde Pork Save 14'

Folgers

Coffee
1 Lb. Con Any Grind

Salt

2/89
79c

Crackers

26 oz.

Sin utob

Tablets
Reg. $3.67Save $1.68
Bic Sin Pkg.

Shovers

$

Like a good neighbor, Scate Farm is there

Nabisco Premium Soltine

C

Jane
Rogers
753-9627

99

30's
r

1 Lb. Box

Save

99c

II

1

201 S. lith St.
klerrey, Ky.

STATE FARM
awe soil Case*,Comosny
Nommeellito
SteeMaVon fteros

MEAT DEPT.
Leon Meaty Boston Butt

9

Pork Roast
FROZEN FOODS
Topping
69`
00 Pork Sausage
Coconut

Frosty Whip Dessert

1 39

Williams Whole Hog

8 oz

Tropic Isle f\hfieefe

Lb.

1/$T
1
6 oz -

Frosty A c)es Orange

Juice
Frosty Acres Blockeyed
Peas

12 oz.

16 oz. Bag

89C Wieners

98c

PRODUCE 3p1 oo
Carrotts

12 Oz. Pkg.

99`

•
•
44 Hours:
•: Non-Stop ••,
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Field's No.1
Sliced Slob

Pro-Leager

Will Be Open
All Night Thursday
Dec. 31 st & All Day
Friday, Jan. 1st

Lb.

Reelfoot Sliced

na
Bacon ' Bolog
$1 09 120,.Pkg. $09
II

:
•
• Service :

Lb.

• For Your
New Year's
Celebration
•••••••••••••

Fresh Crisp

Lb. Bog

Fresh Green

Onions
Apples

$ 1 90
3 Bunches •

Wash. State Fancy Red Delicious
r•

„.49`

Flo. Juicy

Oranges

125 Size Doz.

79c

U.S.D.A. Choice
I89

Round Steak
U.S.D.A. CHOICE
Minute

Steak
$239
Lb.

1

Lb.

Leon Tender Pork

Steak
$09
Lb.

//11111111111111111\11%
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753-4477
Murray, Ky.
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Racers recover, trip EIU by one

HELLO BELOW — Racer reserve Tony
Slaughter (30) sails high above the Eastern Illinois
goal to discourage any shot attempts. Murray State
triumphed over EIU ,71-70,in Tuesday's contest.
—Photo by Jim Rector

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Like an omen, Walt
Davis' first shot of the
game was good. Like a
better omen, his teammate Glen Green's last
shot of the game was just
as accurate.
Both Davis and Green
contributed to Murray
State's eyelash victory
over Eastern Illinois, 7170, in the first round of the
Evansville Holiday Tournament Tuesday night.
Davis contributed his
first shot and six more
like it for 14 total points
while Green was accurate on eight field goals
before his game-clincher
came with :18 to play.
The, victory was Murray State's sixth in a row
and eighth in 10 games. It
boosted the Racers into
the championship round
tonight (8:35) against
host Evansville, a 67-43
victor over Tennessee
Tech.
Davis, playing before
his hometown crowd,said
he played his best offensive game of the year.
Defensively, he admitted,
the entire team played
"mediocre."
Due to the mediocre
defense, the Racers blew
a 14-point advantage early in the second half and
allowed the scrappy
Eastern Illinois five to
fight back. With 7:34 to
play the Panthers tied the
contest at 60-all on a
Kevin Jones layup and
forged ahead 13 seconds
later with a Tim Dykstra
tip in.
From that point the
game seesawed until
Ricky Robinson hit a fivefooter from the baseline

giving EIU a 70-69 advantage with 2:23 left.
Murray State's Ron
Greene called timeout
and re-organized his
troops.
"We don't normally
call timeout in situations
like that," Greene said.
"We have something we
do whether it's against a
man or zone. But at times
out there we looked like a
Chinese fire drill and I
thought we'd better
straighten some things
out."
EIU possessed the ball
and ran the clock down
before taking a final shot
with less than 30 seconds
to play. High-leaping
Ricky Hood, who grabbed
nine rebounds in the first
half and 11 total, snared
the crucial rebound for
the Racers and set up the
final shot.
Glen Green, who launched the victory shot,
said, "When we (Davis
and Green) were passing
the ball ( back and forth
three times) I knew he
wanted to shoot it and I
did too. It turned out that
I was open first. There
wasn't one moment out
there when I didn't think
we'd win. I guess we just
play about like our opponent plays."
Green's teammate,
Sammy Curran described
the last second theatrics
as the Racers' style. "We
seem to fight harder
when the game gets
close," he said, then added, "But we're going to
have to put somebody
away one of these days ...
and soon."
EIU coach Rick
Samuels, whose Panthers
(3-5) dropped their third

Notre Dame slowdown stalls, 34-28,
U K triumphs in overtime match up
By MIKE EMBRY
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Notre Dame used
a delay game in hopes of
surprising fourth-ranked
Kentucky, but Coach Joe
B. Hall had his Wildcats
play along with the Irish
ploy to gain the upper
hand.
Instead of trying to
force a run-and-gun offense before a partisan
crowd of 16,834 at
Freedom Hall, the
Wildcats settled into
Notre Dame's slow tempo. The end result was a
34-28 overtime victory in
college basketball Tuesday night.
"It was an interesting
game; one that you have
to be patient," said Hall,
whose team is now 7-1. "I
think a lot of people felt
there was a lot of
pressure on us to beat
them by a big score.
"And if we had played
that way and tried to beat
them by a big score we
could have very easily
have gotten beat. We
didn't want to feel that
pressure. We Wanted to
win the ball game."
Kentucky never trailed
in the game, but it didn't
take full control as the
Irish stayed with their
game plan for the entire
45 minutes.
"When you're not quick
and can't rebound, you
got to do what you can do
to win," said Notre Dame
Coach Digger Phelps of
the strategy. The Irish
fell to 2-5.
"When a team holds the
ball, you have two
choices. You can let them
hold it, or press them.
Kentucky let us hold it.
That is what we wanted,"
Phelps said.
The game wasn't settled until Kentucky guard
Dirk Minniefield speared
a long defensive rebound
and raced downcourt for
a driving dunk a second
before the final buzzer.
Kentucky's biggest
lead was 18-10 when
Charli.e Hurt slipped in

for a layup with 1:29 left
in the half.
The Wildcats scored
their final points in
regulation with 9:46 left
when center Melvin Turpin hit a short hook shot
for a 23-18 advantage.
Forward Bill Varner
pulled the Irish even with
an 18-footer at 1:12.
Varner quashed Kentucky's last-second bid to
win in regulation when he
deflected a Derrick Hord
pass intended for Hurt
under the basket.
Kentucky scored the
first five points in the
overtime to go up 28-23
and turned back a final
rally by the Irish to post
the victory.
The Irish kept Kentucky in a zone defense
most of the way and were
content to fire up long
jumpers.
"That's normally what
you like for a team to do,"
Hall said of Notre Dame's
shot selection. "They
made no attempt to get
the ball inside except
maybe on a few occasions. Normally that
would be playing into the
zone's hands, but they
shot the ball very, very
well,"
Notre Dame connected
on 12 of 25 shots from the
field, with Varner's layup
in overtime the only inside the Wildcat zone.
But the Irish's shooting
couldn't overcome Ken-

tucky's school-record 13
of 17 for 76.5 percent.
Both teams played
near-flawless games,
with Notre Dame turning
the ball over only three
times and the Wildcats
four.
Turpin, named the
game's co-MVP with
Paxson, led Kentucky
.with 11 -points and three
rebounds. Minniefield
tossed in seven points,
Hord and Hurt six apiece
and Jim Master four to
round out the scoring for
the Wildcats.
Paxson pumped in 12
points and Varner nine
for the Irish.
It was probably the last
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NOTRE DAME 1211)
Sluby 1-2 2-20 14. Varner 44 1-1 2 1 9,
Andree 0-3 J34 41 Mitchell 1-4 040 5 2,
Paxson 6-10 0-0 1 0 12, Duff 0-0 0-0 0 1 0,
Rucker 0-0 0400 0 Totals 12-35 44 7 12
20
KENTUCKY 134/
Hord 1-1 4-4 2 2 6, Hurt 3-3 0-0 3 1 6.
Turpin 5-7 1-2 32 11, Minniefield 3-4 1-2 3
1 7, Master 1-2 2-20 2 4. Heitz 0-0 0-0000
Iota Is 13-17 0-10 110 34
Halftune -Kentucky 18, Notre Dame
12
Pouted out Mitchell Total
fouls—Notre Dame 12, Kentucky I
A-16,634

DEVELOP POISE

Friends
I:WailanRciti"m
*Get Our Of Your Shell

I

game between the
schools in Louisville,
where Kentucky holds a
22-8 edge in its overall 2915 series advantage.
The teams meet in
South Bend, Ind., next
season, but they haven't
agreed to a contract for
the following years.
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ROBERT 0. MILLER
Will Continue His Law Practice
At
201 SOUTH 5TH STREET
Beginning January 4th, 1982
Hours:
8 a.m. To 5 p.m. Monday thru Friday •
After Hours Or Weekends' BY..
Appointment

game in the last four by a
total of five points, said
his team was tentative
when it should have been
aggressive in the final
moments.
"We're not going to outtalent anybody. We've
just got to get tough. We
were very tentative, it
was timidness really, at
the end of the game,"
Samuels said.
Whether the Panthers
were too timid or Lady.
Luck merely smiled on
the Racers, the result
was the same and according to Davis, the experience was nothing
new.
"We're a team that can
handle pressure. I don't
feel worried when were
down by one with seconds
left," the Racer junior
said. His confidence and
the team's comes from
the Racers' ability to
triumph in the recent cliffhangers, he pointed out.
In the last six games.
MSU has won by a total
margin of 13 points.
Tonight Murray State
niakes its second appearance in the chanipionship round of the
Evansville tourney In
1971 MSU played
Evansville for the title
but lost 91-83. In their *Only other appearance in
the tournament, the
Racers finished third
after defeating Mercer,

85-83, in a 1977 overtime
consolation game
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CHIN U P — Murray State's Kenney Hammonds( 44 ) keeps his heaffl
ing a defensive maneuver against an Eastern Illinois Panther.
--Photo by .11111,1.,-,

After Christmas Sale

4 %0FT
20
STOREWIDE
(Excluding Sale Items)

2 Days Only!

Nike, Pony, Adidas, Shoes
Adidias Wormups
Tiger or Laker School Jackets
v Tennis Outfits
Footballs, Basketballs, Soccer Balls
Hooded Sweat Tops & Pants
s/ Exercise Bikes- 3 Styles
Tennis and Racquetball Rackets
(Heuri W,Ison Dunlop, Prince)

Jerseys, T-Shirts, Nylon & Satin
Jackets
Sizes - Youth 6 18, Adult XS thru XL

I

I

i
I

Select from the largest inventory of
athletic shoes in this area...Nike, Puma,
Converse, Adidias, Pro-Keds, Tretorn,
Heed, Brooks, Simony, Tiger, Pony,
Spalding.
Over SOO in stock of warm-ups available.
All styles & colors, youth thri WINS XL.
Adidias, Winning Ways, Court Casual,
Jelenck Loom To s.

11.1. 2-1I till.III RH 11 k . 1.1.1)1;Eli
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Navy plays underdog role in Liberty Bowl
••••

Schlichter leads Ohio State in career finale
By GEORGE STRODE
AP Sports Writer
MEMPHIS,Tenn.(AP)
- Little did George
Welsh know how important his clinic lecture last
summer would be for one
of his pupils, Earle
Bruce.
The two friends will be
coaching rivals in the
Liberty Bowl tonight.
Welsh will be coaching
his final Navy game
before moving to
Virginia. Bruce will lead.
14-point favorite Ohio
state.
"We were on the same
clinic in the Catskills,"
recalled Welsh. "He sat
in on all of my lectures. I
told him all of our
secrets. I didn't sit in on
his lectures - I was
swimming or
something."
Bruce denies he learned anything he didn't
already know about
Welsh's philosophies.
"He never gave any
secrets out. What are you
talking about? He gave
the same clinic talk I've
heard for a long time. He
talked about his tailback,
because that's what he
runs. He does it good,"
the Ohio State coach said.

"His approach to football is very sound. He has
good discipline. He thinks
a lot about the game of
football like I do," Bruce
said of Welsh.
The game marks the
final collegiate appearance for Ohio State
quarterback Art
Schlirter, who led the
Buc eyes to a Big Ten
Conference co championship with Iowa
and an 8-3-0 overall
record.
Schlichter has rolled up
more than 8,700 total
yards in his 47 straight
starts.
But his most impressive performances
have come in the Gator,
Rose and Fiesta bowls. In
those three losses, he has
completed 47 of 76 passes
for 804 yards and four
touchdowns.
Schlichter thinks he
knows why. "All of the
bowls have been on grass
and I enjoy playing on the
grass. Besides, in the
course of the year, I've
been banged up. The bowl
break has given me a
chance to heal," he said.
In contrast, Navy
starts Marco Pagnanelli,
a sophomore who has

been a regular for just
eight college games.
Pagnanelli doesn't think
his performance should
measured with
Schlichter.
"It's not me against
Schlichter," said
Pagnanelli, who helped
lead Navy to a 7-3-1
record. "It's me against
the Ohio State defense."
Bruce, however, does
not expect Pagnanelli to
be the Midshipmen's offensive hub. That role, he
says, likely will fall to
tailback Eddie Meyers.
Meyers, a 202-pound
senior, accounted for
1,318 yards rushing and
broke several Navy
records this season,
despite missing parts or
all of three games.
"He breaks tackles.
He's got speed. I saw him
run against Syracuse. He
double clutched them and
ran away. I'm worried
about our tackling on
Meyers," Bruce said.
Both schools have bowl
traditions.
Ohio State is appearing
its 10th straight bowl and
16th postseason contest.
The Buckeyes, however,
have lost seven of their
last nine bowls and have

a 5-9-1 record.
clash at Tempe, Ariz.
Navy has been a bowl
After those games,
team seven previous Iowa, 8 - 3 , and
times, posting a 3-3-1 Washington, 9-2, meet in
mark.
the Rose Bowl at
Nearly 50,000 will Pasadena, Calif.
watch the game in LiberAlthough the Cotton
ty Bowl Memorial Bowl has a chance to play
Stadium, and the game a part in the national
will be carried on a cable championship picture,
television network.
the biggest games are
Three more bowl slated for Friday night
games are scheduled for when top-ranked ClemNew Year's Eve and five son, 11-0, and No.5
major contests that will Nebraska, 9-2, meet in
determine the national
champion are slated for
New Year's day and
night.
Thursday afternoon,
Mississippi State, 7-4,
plays Kansas, 8-3, in the
Hall of Fame Bowl at Birmingham, Ala., and West
Virginia,' 8-3, faces
Florida, 7-4, in the Peach
EAST
91, Virginia St. 91
Bowl at Atlanta. Quinnimac
U.S. International 40, Utica 35
Michigan, 8-3, goes Vermont 71,St.Peter's 56
SOUTH
against UCLA, 7-3-1, in Dillard 80, Morehouse
66
the Bluebonnet Bowl at Kentucky 34, Notre Dame 21,OT
Kentucky St. 75, Jackson St. 74
Houston Thursday night.
Memphis St.61, Mississippi 55,OT
In early afternoon Nicholls St. 70, Indiana-SE 62
85,Freed Hardman 69
games Friday, third- Tenn -MartinMIDWEST
ranked Alabama and Ohio St.63, Washington St.54
SOUTHWEST
sixth-ranked Texas take Texas-El Paso
63, Angelo St.67
9-1-1 records into the Cot- W.Texas St. Ill, Prairie View 55
FAR
ton Bowl at Dallas, while Stanford 67,SeattleWEST
Pacific 65
Southern Cal and Penn UCLA 90, Maryland 57
Washington
87.
Pacific 71
State are both 9-2 going W.Oregon 89, W.Baptist
67
into their Fiesta Bowl Wyoming 73,111.-Chi.Circle 53

College
basketball

the Orange Bowl at Yokohama City, Japan,
Miami and No.2 Georgia the Senior Bowl at
plays host to 10th-ranked Mobile, Ala., and the
Pittsburgh in the Sugar Olympia Gold Bowl at
Bowl at New Orleans.
San Diego, all on Jan. 16,
Five all-star games are complete the college
scheduled after New season.
In bowl games played
Year's Day. On Jan. 9,
the East-West Shrine so far, North Carolina
game-is set for Palo Alto, edged Arkansas 31-27 in
the Gator Bowl, Telas
Calif., and the Hula Bowl A&M defeated Oklahama
will be played at State 33-16 in the InHonolulu.
dependence Bowl, TenThe Japan Bowl at nessee topped Wisconsin

28-21 in the Garden State
Bowl, Brigham Young
edged Washington State
38-36 In the Holiday Bowl,
Toledo took San Jose
State 27-25 in the California Bowl, Missouri nipped Southern Mississippi
19-17 in the Tangerine
Bowl and Oklahoma
walloped Houston 40-14 in
the Sun Bowl.
In the only postseason
all-star game so far, the
Blue beat the Gray 21-9.

Sports at a glance
TOURNAMENTS
Albright lavitatianal
First Raged
Lehigh 45, Dartmouth 12
AU-Cellage Tournament
Climmidenaldp
Lamar113,Abode Island 51
Third Place
Ark.-Little Rock 15, W.Minois82
FitthPlace
Oklahoma 73, Oklahoma City II
Bentley Holiday Tourney
Championship
S.Connecticut 75, Bentley 72
Third Place
StMichael's 48, Nichols*
Best Holiday Classic
Championship
Alabama 77, Maine.*
Third Place
New Hampshire 64, Delaware 52
BlaileiGlass City CLAM
Championship
Toledo 71, Illinois 51
Third Place
Yale 82, Bowling Green 78,OT
Cabk Car Classic
Championship

toot

Ali
vt

North Carolina 76,Santa Clara 57
nerd Place
Penn St. 54,Texas Christian 49
CabritisClassic
First Resod
Temple 65, Florida 81
San Diego St. 77, Baylor 24
Connecticut Motu'Classic
First Roved
South Floridan,Ls Salle 62
Connecticut 91,StBona veature 73
Daytosinvitational
First Rimed
Florida St. 76, N.C.-Charlotte 73
Dayton n.Holstra 54
'MAC Holiday Festival
Championship
St.JehiesS4, Valances st
Third Place
Kansas 71,Indiana 61
Evansville Holiday Classic
First Rased
Murray St. 71, E.Illinois 70
Evansville 67,Tennessee Tech 43
Fat West Classic
Champirmalkip
Idaho 81,Oregon 62
Third Place
Oregon St.61, Portland $5
Fifth Place
Pittsburgh $5, Tennessee 54
Seventh Place
Iowa St, 103, Wisconsin 79
Gator Beef
First Rased
Virginia Tech 75, Boston Coll. 70
Jacksonville 59, Texas Tech 511
Championship
Wis.-Green Bay 51,S.Carolina St. 50
Third Place
Delaware St. 70,Georgia St.53
ladastrialNatimalBankClassic
First Rased
Navy 68, Providence 65
Massachusetts*, Northwestern 54
hon Dike Classic
First Round
William & Mary 58, Auburn 4$
Davidson 75, Dyke 73
KOA Classic
First Rowed
San Jose St.60,Gomega 55
Les Vegas Holiday Clusic
Cliampisoship
Nev.-Las Vegas83,Texas A&M 76
Third Place
Loyola. Calif.94,1liami3Oltio32

Levi Watkins Holiday Clank
First Road
Montevallo 77,Gs-Southwesters*
Alabama St.03, Misaindastrial511
logislavitatiemal
Pint Rased
Ferdham 77, Penn 73,20T
New Mexico 86, Marshall 711
Milwaskeeasask
Championship
Marquette 71, Arizona St. U
Third Place
Cal-Irvine 77, E.Tennessee St 75
Music City Invitational
Championship
Vanderbilt 72, Alaska-Anchorage 68
Third Place
Drexel 72, Austin Peay 57
North Central Centerseee Toomey
Championship
Neb.-Omaha 74, North Dakota 66
Third Place
A ugustana,S.D. 71, Morningside 67
Fifth Place
S Dakota 71, N.Dakota St 70

College poll
The Top Twenty teams in The
Associated Press college basketball
poll, with first-place votes in parentheses,season's record and total points.
Points based on 2049-18-17-16-1544-151241-1044-74-5-44-2-1:
1.North Carolina (50) 641,455
2. Wichita St.(21
PSI
3.Virginia *4957
4.Kentucky 64 834
5.Arka mass 11) 74743
6.San Francisco 15-0725
7.Missouri 74669
8.DePaul 7-1 632
9.1linnesota 5-1590
10.lowa 6-1537
11.Indiana 6-1301
12.Alabama 7-0473
13.Tulsa 7-1 449
14.Louisville 6-2 399
15.0regon St. 6-1 343
16.UCLA 5-2361
17.Georgetown,DC 1-2214
18.Houston 7-1 195
19.Villanova 7-1 107
28.North Carolina St. 7457

Something New
Coming
To Murray

On the side, our new Kentucky Fries,
Big potato wedges with the skin left on.
We fry 'ern up golden brown. So they
come out crispy outside, but stay nice
and fluffy inside.

iC

Olds Pawnee Caddlat

Our great big. juicy Chicken Sandwich.

Sar,ghot

It's a real breast filet! Nothing chopped,
pressed or rolled. We make it the Colonel's
special way to seal in his secret blend
of 11 herbs and spices
Add an ice cold drink, and you've got
the kind of lunch that makes you want
to shout:"What a lunch!-

4.•

1455 West lase-153-S315
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THE FULL SERVICE RESTAURANT
WHERE PARTICULAR PEOPLE
GO TO EAT
rDAILY LUNCH SPECIALS-77
11 a.m.to 3 p.m.

I

Steak For Two
$995
WITH POTATO,BREAD & DINNER SALAD

SEASONED JUST RIGHT & COOKED
TO PERFECTION
'ERVING CHOICE STEAKS,LOBSTER
PASTA AND SANDWICHES

For catering call

753-1314
•NIN
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I
OF CHICKEN
CHICKE
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N
CHICKEN
(your choice of thigh or sidebreast)
Smothered in the Colonels
SANDWICH
plus Potatoes and Gravy,
famous gravy and a roll

I

Get 1 Chicken Sandwich for only 99C
Limit one coupon per
cvstomer. Customer
pays all applicable sales tax. (Coupon
good only at stores listed in this ad )

OFFER EXPIRES FEB. 14, 1982

Pried Chicken
le.
itY MIIBM MIN NM

2111c

BAR-B-Q
CHICKEN
I SANDWICH
I

plus a regular order of

I
I
II

'KENTUCKY FRIES
Get a Bar-B-O Chicken sandwich and an
order of Kentucky Fries for ooly 99C Limit
one coupon per customer. Customer pays
all applicable Wes tax Coupon honored
at lunch or anytime (Coupon good only at
stores listed in this )

OFFER EXPIRES FER 14 19/32

Tried Chicken

Le=e4
......1.BNB
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I
I
I

OFFER EXPIRES FEB. 14. 198Z

Kentucky Pried Chicken
NEB INN MN INNIN NNW

2191

•3-PIECE
COLONEL'S$
CHOICE

*3 Pieces of chicken
(Original Recipe or Extra Crispy)
sColeslaw *Roll
•Potatoes and gravy
Get all this for only $2.19. Limit one
coupon per customer. Couon good only
for combination white/dark orders
Customer pays all applicable sales fax
Coupon honored at lunch or at anytime
(Coupon good only at stores listed irrthis
ad) OFFER EXPIRES FEB 14. 1982

Tried Chicken
lee me NEB VIIIINN

Get 2 pieces of Smothered Chicken and a
roll for only 99C Limit one coupon per
customer Customer pays all applicable
sales tax . Coupon honored at lunch or
anytime (Coupon good only at stores
listed in this ad.)
OFFER EXPIRES FEB 14 1982

Kentucky Pried Chicken
me we
N.me

$465 1
9-PIECE
THRIFT BOX

Roll

Get all this for only 99C Limit one coupon
per customer. Customer pays all
applicable sales tax. Coupon honored at
lunch or anytime (Coupon good only at
stores listed in this ad.)

WE
BUY

111
I
I

I

I

Get 9 pieces of chicken for only $4.65
Limit one coupon per customer. Coupon
good only for combination white/dark
orders Customer pays all applicable sales
tax (This coupon good only at stores
listed in this ad.)

I

OFFER EXPIRES FEB14 1982

I

kentucky

MINN INN NEN

INNII EMI

2-PIECE
$139
SNACK
POTATOES AND
GRAVY/ROLL

CHICKEN $1
69
.
SANDWICH

Get all this for only $1 39. Limit one
coupon per customer Coupon good only
for combination white/dark orders.
Customer pays all applicable sales tax
Coupon honored at lunch or at anytime
(Coupon good only at stores listed in this
ad) OFFER EXPIRES F,EB 14, 1982'

Get 1 Chicken Sandwich and 1 regular
order of Kentucky Fries for only $1 69
Limit one coupon per customer. Customer
pays ell applicable sates tax. Coupon
honored at lunch or at anytime.(Coupon
good only at stores listed in this ad II
OFFER EXPIRES FEB 14,1982

Irentucky Pried Chicken
nue en meen 11111111111111

BUY
UY

plus a regular order of

KENTUCKY
FRIES

Kentudry FriefiChicken. I
me MN 111111111111 Ell MIIIIIII

GOLD
DIAMONDS .
a

0

•

The Honest Way!
Any Gold Stomped
10••14K-18K-22K
Ilkociikoi, Chain,
MadelBeas,Pocket
Matches, Diortal GoOd

Poy You

CASH
NOW!

We are not "Fly-ByNighters" only in town
overnight to take your
money. We've been trusted
in Paducah for 69 years.

DIAMONDS
WANTID

We're luret $5.N Is SR.
point for I /5 to I ct
lianas
1N plots mails 1 carat

per

Open Doily 10:00 o.m.to 6:00 p.m.

,111411116
114 Air Shopping Center
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PET OF THE WEEK — Bengt, who has a wonderful disposition, needs a home. This little male dog is
good with children. He is available for adoption at
the Calloway County Animal Shelter at 103 E.
Sycamore, which is operated by the Humane Society. To adopt Bengt please call 759-4141.

Qraharn & Jackson

Richard E. Blalock, M.D.

FOR THE PARTICULAR

MAN
40-50% Off

Suits
announces the opening of his office
for the practice of

Sport Coats
Dress Slacks
Corduroy Jeans
Denim Jeans
Corduroy Slacks

Internal Medicine
at
Medical Arts Building
306 South 8th Street, Suite 302
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Beginning January 4, 1982
759-9922
759-9923

Hours
By Appointment

So you wantto see me.
Your travel agent
knows more about

1111

me than anyone else on me.

This is the world speaking.
So you wart to see me.
Before you do,see a travel agent.
Because a travel agent knows more about me than anyone else on me.
About my business life and my nightlight. My fun cities and my sun
countries. My changing nature. My different times.
.See my Bermudas. My Canaries. My Jamaica. See me in June or
January. See my Red Square, my Orange Bowl. My Northern lights, my
Southern Cross.
See the whole, wide me. A week here...a weekend there. Or weeks at
a time.
But first see your travel agent.

FAR LANDS TRAVEL AGENCY

Vfr
OeVtik
tts
ikcs
AA%
'1/44‘
SN't S6 zcsi
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itei.'1/4
01''zIec)\te's

SIRLOIN STOCKADE!'
MAW WI

MENS
50% Off
$4500

Includes 35 Item Salad Bar
& Homemade Soup, Choice Of
iStatoe & Texas Toast
FREE Refills For Coffee, Tea & Soft Drinks
Open Sun.-Thurs. 11-9
Fri. & Sat. 11-10

WAILABLE

Basic Button Downs

duroy Jeans
20-50% Off (Cor
1/2 Price

40-50%

on

40% on

4.

$ 1 400

$ 400
Denim Jeans
Corduroy Slacks 30% Off
Cotton Plaid
30% Off
Sport Shirts

Wool
Blazers
Skirts
Sweaters'

Blouses
30-50%
1/2 Price

1/2 Price

on

30-50%

Slacks
Dresses

Off

Dixieland Shopping Center

753-0440

20% Off
1/2 Price

LADIES

2— Steak-N-Mushroom

Air Center Murray, K.

Dress Shirts

Dress Slacks 30-50% Off

Sport Coats
Flannel
Sport Shirts

$695

•

igurkinglyttit Nag:to

Ties

$695

$ 1 00

. ,.

Sweaters

2— Steak-N-Stuff

30% Off
30% Off
50% Off
1/2 Price
Plus

All Others

2-8 Oz.Steak Filets
$995

40% Off

Downtown On The Square

Suits
One Rack

DINNERS FOR TWO

1/2 Price

cocsos>

WELCOME IT WITH USI

Bei

40-50% Off
30-50% Off

Dress Shirts Large Group
Flannel Sport
Shirts
Cotton Plaid Sport
Shirts
Sweaters
Fancies
Shoes

71 1 Mein Street
Navvy, Kentucky 42071
Phone(502)753-4646

127 South Seventh Street
Mayfield, Keetecky 4206ô
Mane(502)247-8747

They as!. monetary
damage, of at least
110.000 each
Count) Judge Executive Robert Harrod
said Tuesday he thinks
most of the allegations
-could be a source of
cumplaint in eery jail in
Kentuck)
"I know we don't have
a prize jail. but I wish someone would tell me
where to get $3 million to
build a new one.- Harrod
said
He said he does not
think the IflillaleS are be
mg abused and said he
conducts routine jail inspections

FRANKFORT, Ky
Af3i - A suit has been
filed in U.S. District
Court at Lexington, alleging abusive jail conditions in Franklin Count)
ranging from roach infested cells to racism in
treatment of inmates
Four prisoners filed the
action against the fiscal
court. Three remain here
and a fourth was
transferred to the
Fayette County jail.
The 22 pages of allegations comprise a class action suit, according to
Mike Davis of Lexingtam,
one of the attorne)s for
the prisoners

30-50%

Off

1/2 Price

U.1 I I/ I IIF

It It 11 k % I F I If. 1 It i I I‘IF•.%
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The Employees of Jim Adams IGA wish you and
Yours a Joyous and Happy New Year.
PLEASE DRIVE SAFELY THIS HOLIDAY —

PEPSI
OR DIET PEPSI
8 PACK
16 OZ.
SAVE 60C
Look for the RED TAG. They indicate
the items you buy the most often
that have actually been slashed to
the bare bone to save you money
everyday.

Look for the bright YELLOW TAG.
These are our weekly advertised
specials: we continue to bring you
super savings each week.

Look for the BLUE TAG. They indicate
items that reflect our tremendous
buying power and fantastic manufacturer's allowances that bring you
extra values
Saving you even more money.

1FG 32 OZ.

We Reserve The Right To
Limit Quantities And
Correct Printing Errors.

MAYONNAISE
83`

CHILI W/BEAN

Compare Kraft $1.49
GENERIC LB.

CAMPBELLS 10Y2 OZ.CHICKEN NOODLE

SOUP

BUSH•FRESH SHELLED
BLACKEYE OR PURPLE HULL
SHOWBOAT•DRY SHELLED

SAVE 12' 31$1

00

MARGARINE
COMPARE PARKAY 73'

YOUR FIRST GAME TICKET
CAN MAKE YOU A WINNER'

WIN
1000
THOUSANDS OF PRIZES!
•141.

.100. ow SWIM.1,000. IN CAIN
PUPS INSTANT•WIN MIMS 0/
MAPS A .1.00 COUPONS

6 OZ.SAVE 80'SOFT SENSE

HAND LOTION
REG.OR EXTRA BODY 70Z.SAYE 30'

ANTACID 12 OZ.

SILKIENCE
CONDITIONER

MAALOX

Save 40'$ 1 83
VICKS FORMULA 44 OR 44D 3 OZ.SAVE 44'

COUGH SYRUP

—EVERYDAY LOW PRICE—
BETTY CROCKER

VELVEETA

$1 79

NORWICH 250 CT.

SILKIENCE
SHAMPOO

ASPIRIN

SAVE 909

29

99

8 OZ.SAVE 40'

PEPTO B1SMOL

969

AQUA NET 9 OZ.SAVE 30'

SPRAY

919

CONTACT COLD

Save 30'3 Pk.

7y- CAPSULES 10 CT.SAVE 30' $1 89

No Frills Label..
.U
ST
...No Frills
Price!

PICI(E

Warehouse
Prices
On

GENERIC LABEL•COMPARE NABISCO 97'
SALTINE

CRACKERS

25 LB.SAVE $1.00
FARMER'S CRINKLE CUT

11.0.55`

POTATOES

GENERIC LABEL COMPARE COKE $2.09

SOFT DRINKS

120z.51$1 00

•
,Quality
Freshness...
It's Guaranteed
FRESH FLORIDA

GENERIC LABEL COMPARE MORTON 37'

SALT -

260z.19`

GENERIC LABEL COMPARE CLOROX $1.03

BLEACH

.GAL.77`

GENERIC LABEL COMPARE NORTHERN $1.39

TOILET TISSUE •

4 ROLL

69`

TANGELOES
$149
S LB. BAG

ELTRON 4 PK. COMPARE G.E.$2.99

LIGHT BULBS

I'114:S-1R TIfF 111 RRA1

.1.1.DGER a TIRES.11

.1/rri•mbcr 39. 1981

We wiN close at 7:00 p.m. Dec. 31,
New Year's Eve, and be CLOSED
all day New Years Day so that our
employees may spend the holiday
with their families.
Murray, Ky.

We Will Open At8 a.m. Jan. 2, 1981
Northside and Southside Stores

[

Southside Will Be Open
Sun. 11-7.

IGA TWIN PAK

BUSH 150Z.
YELLOW OR WHITE

POTATO
CHIPS

HOMINY
SAVE 23'

1794
1 2 OZ.
7/

TABLERITE MEATS
Our Usual High Quality

• GROUND
BEEF

€rta
P°11 walL
C°CC
,
4-- •

.

or More

"%Oft -1111

BUSH•15 OZ.
HOT0KIDNEY

WA OZ.SAVE 30'
CHICKEN OF SEA
89`

TUNA

SAVE 25'

sl 29

/
1
4

$1 39

9
t
8

HICKORY SMOKE•REELFOOT•WITH RIND
SLKED LB. 99'

SLAB BACON

Lb.

U.S. CHOICE CENTER CUT

NOT MUCH MEAT
LB. $1 59 SOUP BONES

CHUCK ROAST

CANS
FOR

10'OFF LABEL SAVE 20'PUREX

!DETERGENT

Smaller Pkgs.... Lb. $1 19

1502.

3

'CARNATION 12 Pk.SAVE 40`
HOT COCOA MIX

Lb.

BEANS

U.S. CHOICE-BONELESS

BONELESS-LEAN-U.S CHOICE

U.S. CHOICE SHOULDER CUT

EXTRA LEAN-LOW CALORIE
LB.$1 79

SWISS STEAK

JIM ADAMS IGA

BARBEQUE STYLE

OPEN SUNDAY

$ 1 99

LB.$1 89 STEW BEEF

CHUCK ROAST

79`

LB

GROUND CHUCK

$1 69

LB

REELFOOTS 10 LB. PAIL
LB.$1 19

BEEF RIBS

. 807.$649

CHITTERLINGS

There's One Near You!

NEW YEAR'S FAVORITE

CHEX
CEREALS

,,

49

SMOKED
JOWL

CHUCK
,
Ai ROAST

SLKED...L11.89'

Rice Chex 12 ox
,Bran

39

Chex 1401
LB.

Corn Chex 12 oz
ijWheat Chex 15 on

LB.

— BONUS BUY—

OSCAR MAYER-SLICED

REELFOOT'S OLD FASHION RAG
BOLOGNA

(PIECE)LB.$1 19

FISCHERS-ALL VARIETIES SLICED

Plain or Self-Rising

MARTHA WHITE

FLOUR
r4p,„

CHEER SAVE 30'
GT.$1 9

DETERGENT

I

5-Lb.
Bag

COMPARE MIRACLE WHIP $1.29
1FG SALAD
DRESSING

09
SAVE 20'

BOLOGNA
SLICED IN CHOPS
RIB HALF i HALF

LB.$1

PORK LOIN

LARD

KRAFT 12 OZ.

DECORATED OR ASST.4 ROLL

AMERICAN SINGLES

CHEESE

No One GIVES
If youStamps!
think a

AVAILABLE

FRANKS

PATTIES
PKG.$249
U .S. CHOICE ARM CUT SHOULDER

SAVE 30'

t.s. $1 69

2h SIZE CAN

PEACHES --- -----------------79c
DEL MONTE

-

IGA CUT OR

L

. BONUS BUY

'GREEN
303SIZE CAN

co c
BOTTLE v 7

FRENCH STYLE

........ 2/79c

BEANS

is.

OUR ECONOMY BRAND 3 LB. BOX
BACON END

SPECIAL

AMERICAN ACE

COFFEE
IGA GALLON
SIZE

CATSUP.......
14 OZ.

49

$ 1 49

BACON

QQ SALMON
DEL MONTE

s
PKG

REELFOOT-SLICED

TYSON'S 12 OZ. CHICKEN BREAST

MANAGER'S

99

PKG

— BONUS BUYS—

& PIECES

TOILET TISSU E..SAVE 30`

gives stamps — supermarkei
ask them to giveNext time...
ful' of free stamps.you a handJim
doesn't offer stamps Adams
because
they cost you
money!
Instead
we give you
"TOTAL VALUE
PRICES"Compare and

'1"
$1 00
LUNCH MEATS...2 PKG

607.
IGA WAFFER SLICED

FIELD'S LB. PKG. DINNER
CTN.$1 89

AST

s299
COOKED HAM
1207.
PKG.

29

REELFOOT'S 4 LB. CARTON

R

77

LB.$1 69

3202.

SOFT'N PRETTY

s

U.S. CHOICE
BLADE CUT

HICKORY SMOKE

MILK
IGA FROZEN
ORANGE

JUICE..
DEL MONTE

KRAUT

BOX $ 1 59
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By Lochie Hart

Observations
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Year's end brings mixed emotions

ignore the warBREAKING THE RULES — Several hundred ducks and geese
nd suburb
Clevela
the
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coverin
ice
the
ning signs and waddle around on
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scene
the
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quacke
Several
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of Strongsv
the weather sernot bothered by the forecast for four or five more inches of snow
AP Laserphoto
area.
the
vice predicted for

News in brief
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — Two career state
employees have been appointed to positions in the
Department for Human
Resources.
Jim Roberts has been
named deputy commissioner of the Bureau for
Social Services and Gail
Rayburn has been named
director of the Bureau for
Social Insurance's divi-

assistant director of the
sion for field services.
his
began
division.
39,
,
Roberts
government career 13
years ago as a juvenile
FRANKFORT, Ky.
counselor in his native (AP) — State Human
Leslie County.
Resources Secretary
Grady Stumbo said TuesRayburn, 38, replaces day he will open a
Roberts as director of residential facility in Jeffield services. A 17-year ferson County for emostate government tionally disturbed youths.
employee, Roberts
The Cardinal Treatpreviously served as ment Center will be for
youths ages 13 to 18 who
have been committed to
a,the department. It is expected to open March 1,
1982.
The center, which will
have three 15-bed units,
Answec4t Tuesday's Puzzle
for females and two
MOGI MUD pep one
mum Emu UUM for males, will be located
MUM= NU UUU in the former Jewel
CUM UUUU
Manor facility on Freys
MUUMUU UM
OMMOU UOID UMU Hill Road.
MU MUIDUUMU M
MUM LOU MUM
MU UOUUMMUU
OCIMUU MUM
UUU UN MUUUM
OU COMO U00
UU MOO UUU

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Flying
mammal
4 Termagant
9 Uncooked
12 Arabian
garment
13 Watered
silk
14 Pub potable
15 Color
17 Irritate
19 Symbolic
bird
21 Outfit
22 Dispatch
24 Soak up
26 Time gone by
29 Name
31 At present
33 To the —
degree
34 GI green
35 Pitcher part
37 Dance step
39 Faroe
whirlwind
40 Fondle
42 Sailor
44 Bus station
46 Norse
name
48 Equality
50 Weight of
India
51 Cushion
53 Bishop's
headdress
55 Occur
58 Seesaw
61 Be in debt
62 Famed
64 Macaw
65 Obtain
66 Lock of hair
67 Fall behind
DOWN
1 Body of

water
2 Actor Vigoda
3 Natural gift
4 Smoke and
fog
5 Wails
6 MA's neighbor
7 Sea eagle
8 Time period
9 Cane for
.wickerwork
10 Everyone
11 Tiny
16 Dipper
18 Gratuity
20 Vast age
22 Mine excavalion
23 Downy duck
25 Dad
27 Backless
Mat
28 Greek letter
30 Dine
32 Small lump
36 Knock

The year's end is near. Walter Apperson doesn't
In taking inventory of the know how much his acpast 12 months, I find ceptance Of my contribumyself with mixed emo- tions means to me. No retions. On the credit side of jections and few copy
the ledger are friends changes.
Also on the credit side
who let me know they are
friends; there are a few of my ledger are you who
achievements I treasure; have read my "Observaand community progress tions" and told me they
I consider good; and the were good. I would love to
influence of the churches list names, but that would
on our community is not be reasonable. Your
definitely something to be approval is my
proud of. Being in a "Geritol."
While I'm thinking of
university climate and
assured of good physical Publisher "Walt" I must
care by physicians and call yor attention to his
the hospital is an asset for likeness to another of my
specials - Alan Alda, acall.
There is sadness to be tor and producer of M-Afound on the other side of S-H and runner up to
the book. There is the loss President Reagan in a reof loved ones. The pover- cent popularity poll. They
ty of our nation is frightn- have other similarities.
ing; the strife existing in Each is an English maand between nations and jor, successfully
the distress of refugees is established in his profession and their wives are
alarming.
This survey of the past talented in husband's proyear, perhaps is that this fessions. Both have three
is similar to all other daughters-two in their
years. There's always 20's, both through colbad which perhaps gets lege; one in college and
the most publicity, and one in high school. Both
there's always good- men are promotors of
good will, thoughtful of
mostly good.
Among my good things others and identified with
I list my association with general welfare.
In my files there are
the Murray Ledger &
Times and you, the names of those who have
readers. Since May 1978 I contributed to my haphave more than 200 col- piness in this journalism
umns. Each one has been endeavor, and who have
my heart tho'ughts given me interesting
endeavoring to mention items to report. I had
your contributions, hoped to use them in my
achievements, interests writings but the time
and loves. Publisher flew. But I want to men-

Authorities attempt to minimize fatality rate

New Year's patrol increased in Tennessee

38 Mediterranean vessel
41 Fur scarf
43 Male sheep
45 Entrance
47 Headgear
49 Ceremonies
52 Depression
54 Spreads for

drying
55 Pig
56 Reverence
57 Neither's
companion
59 Time period
60 Tatter
63 Tellurium
symbol

By JOHN NOLAN
Associated Press Writer
With New Year's Eve
just around the corner,
Tennessee authorities intent on keeping drunks off
the roads will be checking
taverns, beefing up
patrols and offering rides
home to party-goers.
State troopers will be
working overtime to
patrol in 32 selected counties of Tennessee's 95 and
also will be posting
roadblocks, Department
of Safety officials said
Tuesday.
"They will use all enforcement tools at their
disposal to keep the traffic toll down," state Safe-

THERE'S NO EVENT IN
714E WINTER OLYMPICS
CALLED'NE DOWNHILL
SUPPER DISH"!

ty Commissioner Gene
Roberts said.
Knoxville Police Chief
Robert Marshall said his
department plans no extra holiday patrols, but
his officers have been encouraged to be alert for
tipsy motorists. Although
Knoxville's traffic deaths
have declined to 17 this
year from 26 in 1980, Marshall said alcohol is involved in 65 percent of the
city's fatal wrecks.
"I just hope they stay
sober and stay alive,"
Marshall said of the
drivers.
In Nashville, the Davidson County sheriff's

I'LL BUY SOME
EARMUFFS

AND TI-IAT IL..LPORE
AHEAD TO THE TOP

MY NOSE GETS
COLD,TOO

)
LOOF.,-T-IEY'VE C707
YOUI2 WT
WRON4.2,700

Year's holiday periods.
Last year, the toll was 11
— including three in
Shelby County, where
Memphis is located, and
two in Davidson County.
Capt. T.D. Horton, of
the Memphis police traffic division, said the
department plans no extra street patrols, but will
be monitoring interstate
highways and areas
where nightspots are concentrated.

But he said that number
was an exaggeration.
"There is misinformation floating around," he
said.
Officials at the
Louisville union local of
GE workers could not be
reached for comment.
"I don't think anybody
knows for sure how many
people were affected,"
Holland said.
The trouble began
when GE's payroll office
assigned vacation pay for
about 750 workers to the
wrong week, said Don
Mitchell, Appliance
Park's personnel, acwounting and banking
manager.
"We pulled a boner,"
said Mitchell.
The workers had asked
that the pay be
designated for the week
of Dec.23, Mitchell said,
but it was mistakenly

assigned to the first week
of the layoff, from Nov.30
to Dec.4.
As a result, the workers
did not qualify for
unemployment checks
that week.
GE sent the incorrect
wage information to the

UmMtice

5HILOR5 ON ALL SEVEN
SEAS KNOW 7HE BLUE
.
DRAGON OF 44,4vw

ANP 6TAY
GUT'

+444
THE LAST OF OUR
UNFINtSWED BUSINESS,
DEVIL.

1973 Volkswagen
,4-Speed

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET
1 01)
5

• /WE
ROu&HE57
701KwE57
WATERFRoN T
.14i()OW OF ALL

753-1617
.

GENERAL MOTORS PARTS DIVISION
10
3/
.
014

state unemployment otfice around Dec.10, Milchell said. The error was
discovered by state
employees on Dec.16.
Holland said the
checks, which should
have arrived by Dec.lk,
were delayed.

641 S.
Murray

UmMtice

BUDGET HEARING NOTICE
he City of Murray will hold a public
budget hearing on January 11, 1982, City
Hall Building, 4:30 p.m. All citizens,
• specially Senior Citizens, are invited to
attend and provide the council with written and oral comments and ask questions
concerning the city's entire budget, a
statement on he proposed uses of
Revenue Sharing Funds,and the proposed
budget summarized below can be inspected by the public from 8:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m., January 4, through January 8,
1982, City Clerk's Office, City Hall
Building,South 5th & Poplar Street.
SIX MONTHS BUDGET REVENUES
Source

c••

said the program his
helped hold down
fatalities.
Authorities also will tie
watching for drunken
drivers in rural Moore
County, home of the Jack
Daniel whiskey distillety
at Lynchburg. Liquor
sales are prohibited in the
county, but allowed bi
neighboring countiei;
said David Maynard, tIti
sheriff's chief deputy.
"Our biggest probleil
is with people coming into
the county," Maynard
said. "All our surroak
ding counties are wet
and people go out and gel
tanked up and then coal
back in."

'MICR

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

fl

`

department are manning
the telephone lines.
The program,a first for
the department, is being
offered from 7 p.m. to 3
a.m. CST from Tuesday
through New Year's Eve.'
"We've already gotten
calls on it for reservations in advance, but we
told them we'll just have
to wait and see," Linda
Sowell, the sheriff's
secretary, said Tuesday.
"Some people are planning to drink."

Horton said Memphis
have been using
Safety
of
police
ment
Depart
Sheriff Fate Thomas is
extending the offer only figures show that 211 peo- federal funds to pay for
to people in public places, ple have died in Ten- increased patrols in•
not at private parties. nessee traffic accidents areas where accidents
He
Volunteers from his during the past 20 New are more common.

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(API— A computer foulup prevented hundreds of
laid-off General Electric
Co. employees in Kentucky from getting their
unemployment checks in
time for the holidays.
The mix-up began when
incorrect wage information was placed on a GE
computer tape that was
sent to the state Division
for Unemployment In,
surance.
Ron Holland, assistant
director of the state agency, said the error delayed
checks for between 750
and several thousand
employees who were temporarily laid off from
GE's Appliance Park
range division.
One GE official said
union leaders-are claiming that 10,000 laid-off
workers' checks were affected b the problem.

MY MIND KEEPS
WANDERING

DON'T KNOW
WHAT'S TI-IE MATTER
WITI4 ME LATELY

department is offering
"Project We Care," in
which department
employees will give rides
home to people in bars,
restaurants or other
public places who consider themselves too
drunk to drive. Their
friends, bartenders or
others also may call to request rides for the imbibers. The names of people driven home will be
kept confidential, the
department said.

Mistake halts unemployment checks

THEVRE MISSING
A 600D BET

as-24.

IT SAYS
r I'M AMBITIOUS .

Lion a few. There is a tions. She lost her hus- Pleasant Groyte
feature story in each one. band this fall. Her hob- Methodist Church. Vie
They have contributed bies - writing poetry, talked by phone and :I
stories about our mutual songs and stories help her remembered her workide
at Turner's Store ao4
friends and have kinda in daily activities.
Charlie Jennings later at Jeffrey's.
been my cheerleaders.
Mrs. Hollin Jones visited his brother, Kerby
She recalled that the
(Marjorie) and I met last Jennings and Mrs. Jenn- late Helen James ana
we
While
y.
summer at the home of ings, recentl
Zenia Ford worked wits
her daughter, Mrs. Ver- were visiting, he told her then in the days of the
Carnon Nance,( Annie) when about calling Johnny
silk stockings — befort
Kelly Williams, now Mrs. son and scolding him they were popular, lysie
Harold Doran was a guest about his and David Let- hose, all lacy and desigiof honor at a coffee. She terman's fun about Ken- ed with arrows and ea.
talked about her school tucky on the "Tonight Her granddaughter, Mils
days in Paschall one- Show."
was picHe said an apologly Sandra Stark,
room school with my late
L&T when
the
in
tured
ng
followi
husband, George, the was made the
she joined the Benson
teacher. She treasurers a night. Charlie has retired Company in Nashville.
book, "The Life of trom his insurance
Christ" and a tall amber business in Imperial, Cal.
Another friend, recentglass vase he gave her at where he was mayor ly made, is 10-year-old
several years. His wife Gina Harris. She recently
the end of the term.
Sonjia,is retired, too.
d
husban
her
She and
won the county spelling
Mary Holland Lan- bee, in her class and vris
reside on the Kentucky
State Line Road on the caster (Mrs. Dallas) of pictured with other dais
150 acre farm that joins Florence, Ala. keeps up winners in the Ledger &
the one on which she was with her Murray friends Times. Another honor-is
born, and which they through the L&T. She is being the top salesperson
the daughter of the late in the magazine sales
own.
Mr. and Mrs. Prentis contest csnducted in her
is
er
Another daught
Mrs. Chas M. Burkeen Holland. Mary and Dallas school, East Elementary.
(Bobbie). Because Mrs. are grads of Murray In this event, she was
Jones knows many.of my State.
awarded lots of prizes.
Mrs. Bill Adams, Jr. is She is the daughter of Mr.
friends and almost
relatives in the Hazel a new friend through this and Mrs. Larry Harris. :
community and because column. Her husband is
Barry Dale "Bubbar
of her school experiences, my former high school
we have planned to talk student. Mrs. Bobby Hughes has a baby sob
again, and she will show Henry, whose husband is John Christian Brent win)
me the school prizes she director of community was born Aug. 22. "Bundevelopment, is another ba" is a graduate of Murwon.
ray High School and is the
new friend.
Phillips
Mrs. Rupert
Mrs. Dollie Paschall son of Mrs. Glenda
(Opal) inspires me.She is
the victim of poor health Stark of Route 4 con- Hughes and Bren-t
that keeps her inactive. tinues to reside on the Hughes, Nashville, Tenn.
She has suffered a heart farm where she was born, He is salesman for Mobile
attack and has had in the old Kelly School Homes and' resides in
repeated hospitaliza- District and near South Tuscaloosa, Ala.

I Taxes
2 License & Permits
3 Parking Fines
4 Charges for
Services
5 Ins. Tax
I Intergovernmental
•
Revenue
7 Fund Balance
Carried Forward
Total Resources
Available For
Appropriation
ApprapriatkieW
General Government
Planning Department
Public- Safety
Streets
Sanitation
Parka&
reation
Animal Warden
I 't,11(Itigrtio

R
General
Sharing
rand
873,000$
215.000
.1,200
211.102
24:1,500
52.1150

170,099

44,500

15,000

42.000

5,50

$174,352

1212.090

$1ss.sse

•$119,545
22.520
302.271
114,669
21111,553

144.000
-0131.121
WASS
21.51110

7.545
11.250

14.371--

l'1.1111

A rproprtal max

MunicIpal
Akt Fend

1014,352

0012,01111
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2. Notice
4.41otice
32. Apts. For Rent
ft Farm alc.m-umvii

31E3F
A X
31. Livestodi-Sepplies
43. Real Estate
43. Real Estate
Bull for sale, 2 year old
hereford. 436 5377.

THE APPLE TREE
SCHOOL provides
quality child care and
educational programs
for ages 2 and older
Openings for a limited
number of children are
now available. 1503
Stadium View Dr. 7539356.

Nice 1973 5000 diesel
Ford tractor with 1500 One bedroom furnished
actual hours. Call 753- apartment. Partial 31. Pets-Supplies
1513 or 753-7746.
utilities paid. $140. per
month. No pets. Call AK C Miniature
Schnauzer Puppies. 1
753-9741.
22. Musical
male $75. 1 female $100
bedroom,
One
kitchen, Must sell. 753-0726.
Royal Piano. Plays bathroom, living room.
$150. month. $100. de- AKC puppy for sale
good. $75. firm. 753-4129.
posit. Call 753-9251 or Siberian Huskies,
Boxers. Ready Jan.6.
753-5414.
23. Exterminating
S. Lost and Found
bedroom furnished Registered Keeshound
One
White pointer bird dog
apartment. Hwy 121N. puppies for sale. 753
with orange ears, femnext to fairgrounds. 7909.
ale. Answers to the
College boys preferred.
name Lady. Call 75343. Real Estate
Call 753-3139.
2610. $20. reward.
One or 2 bedroom Two bedroom with den
apartments for rent at or 3 bedroom. Living
6. Help Wanted
Embassy Apts. Call room and bedroom
Jobs Overseas-Big
carpeted. Has new
753 3530 or 753-4331.
money fast. $20,000 to
natural gas, central
apartments
Two
and
1
$50,000 plus per year.
trailer 2 and one half heat and air. TVA
Call 1-716-842-6000. Ext.
miles east of town. Very insulation. Also has
1705.
reasonable. Call 753- attached apartment
Phew* 753-3114
completely furnished
Widow- can't live as
8848 before 9pm.
with separate utilities
comfortably on income
and 12x16 tool shed.
as use to. Likes chil- 24. Miscellaneous
Located 2 blocks from
dren, will provide room
university and elemen•
and board in nice home 85 gallons of Butal
tary school. "Many
in return for re- Alcohol, 30 gallons of
extras". 753 7956.
sponsibility of 1st grade Asitone. Call 436-2418.
boy, while single father AAA CUSTOM MADE
works 3-11 shift. P. 0. CABINETS, bookcases,
Take This
Box 1040 E Murray, Ky.
music centers, etc. 1.11 3 Iodises win km
Home...Please!
Work at home jobs Reasonable. 436-2566.
$145.011 psi at Haw
No kidding, owner
available! Substantial Carpet. 150 yards. 5 &kap* mit huh maearnings possible. Call rears old. 753-3672.
must sell. He's
and
costal
a,
hest
ilman'
504-641-8003 Ext. 1316 Firewood. Order now
been transferred
carpeted, kikboo appbancvs.
for information.
and burn seasoned wood
from Murray to
Office Mon Netlri. 9*
• this winter. 436-2758.
Omaha. He's leavFirewood. Seasoned or
1210 Nowing behind an
unseasoned. $25. rick
Norilivool Dr.
assumable loan.
delivered. Call 436-2744
Nonatly.
WANTED
Poor guy! *.We've
after 5pm.
502459-1911
Experienced manager Firewood for sale. $20.
'
,got every confor an established rick delivered. Call Emil No11001 Opesrosim
fidence this home
retail store in Merrily, 437.473).
will sell within the
Large office desk and
Ream*. Most be
month. Three
2 12ft. sections of 33. Rooms for Rent
willing to work long, chair,
bedrooms with
commercial shelving,
hard hears. We furdelightful decor,
double roll paper cutter, Furnished room 1 block
beamed ceiling
nish the merchandise 2 rolls of gift wrapping. from MSU. Kitchen and
laundry facilities. $50.
753-7989.
greatroom,
pracand location. Too furmonth. Call 759-4538.
tical utility and
nish the sales and we SEAS -0 N E D
FIREWOOD. Mixed 34. Housesfor Rent •
fenced yard proboth share the profit. hardwoods
18" 24
vides home for
Most company paid
available. $27.50 a rick 5 room house, bath and
your family. Dial
benefits. Write to: delivered. Call John utility. Also upstairs
and closets. 753-9673.
Boyer at 753-8536.
753-1492 now.
P.O. Box 1040F - givFive room house, utility
Small
super
market
in
HALFWAY TO
ing experience and
excellent condition in room. Downtown. $150.
HEAVEN
salary requiremeats.
Mayfield Ky. 502-247- month. $50. deposit.
or maybe even
1461 or 247-5961 after References required.
753-3690.
closer
7:30 pm.
Row cropping,
Wood for Sale. $25 a Newly re-decorated 1
rick. Call 489-2101 or bedroom brick, 8 miles
livestock or a com9. Situation Wanted
southeast of Murray.
489-2231.
bination of both Experienced baby sitMarried couples only.
tobacco barn,
ting in my home. Have 26. TV-Radio
References. Deposit.
milkhouse, farreferences. Reasonable
Call 492-8594.
rates. 753-4632.
rowing house, year
Three bedroom house in
Almo Heights_. $275 per
round spring-fed
10. Business Opportunity
Large
month. Call 753-8411.
creek runs through
Two Fina Service
Selection
Two bedroom furnished ,
the property into a
Stations. Fully equipmobile home. $150. per'
Used
TV's
30-acre water shed
ped, Make excellent
month rent. $75. secur25" color $39.95
lake. Oh yes,
fast food marts.
ity deposit. No pets. Call
19" color, 13" col- 753-4808.
$100,000. terms availaladies, there is a
ble. 443-1020 Paducah,
or, 19" B/W
four bedroom
Farms
for
35.
Rent
Ky. 42001.
brick home
33 acre farm -country
15. Articles for Sale
pampered by its
home. 3 bedrooms, 7
owners. What
Poulan chain saw. 16in.
buildings. $300 a month.
more could you
bar. Call after 6pm.
A month advance rent. 3
492-8414.
28. Mobile Home Rentals references. 753-5281
ask? How about
after 6pm.
financing you say?
Trailer for rent. 2
16. Home Furnishings
We have that also
bedroom near Murray. 37. Livestock-Supplies
Compact or dorm room No pets. 489-2611.
this 293 acre
on
refrigerator, stereo
Feeder pigs. Call 489country estate.
system with tape, and Two bedroom in 2858.
Murray. Gas heat, 2 air
Dial 753-1492 for
record player. 753-7989.
conditioners, carpet 43. Real
Estate
your personal
Oak twin size bed, box throughout. No pets
springs and mattress in 759-1301.
brochure on this
excellent condition.
estate. After hours
Perdu.'& Thurman
Fruitwood stain. Re- 30. Business Rentals
dial 436-2166.
asonable price. 474-1327.
Insurance &
Building, 1360 sq ft,
Real Estate
formerly occupied by
22. Musical
Soethside Coast Sq.
Dishes N Things, in
Dixieland Shopping
Murray, Kentucky
Center on Chestnut.
753.4451
PIANO
Days call 753-7972,
LORETTA MIS, XILIORSO
FOR SALE
nights, 753-3018.
1 200SYctx.o,e
Warted: lespeasele party
Murray. Kemuck y 4207 1
te mem smell weettily
(502)
753 / 492
MINI
payments oe .pl..t/c.sslis
Wareham*
piano. Can be saw Welly.
Write: (Include phone
Storage
Spate
riswerw) Credit lAeriager,
A251111Wit
-110YO-M 'ORS
Fani Meat
P.O. lel 521, Becketesoyer,
62211
II
REAL ESTATE
753-4758

I

GOLD &
SILVER
WHOLESALE
JEWELERS INC.
Olympic Plan
14K Gold chains 16"
$12.95
14 K Gold Chains 18'
$16.95
Floating Hearts $2.85
Free Gold Gift With
Each $50.00 Poorchase.
Open 9 a.m.-9 p.m.
753-7113

LEO'S GRAND
OPENING,
FREE
GOLD-SILVERGEMS
DIAMOND
DRAWING.
Specials: Dimmed Poulson
$12-$21. Slider 1 &aim
$1.00. Size down ring
$6.10. Work hoe while
yov watch sad visit.
Antral 33% toed crystal
for Opel/y-06w. Not Nary, met ozposisive. Located
I Cohen leaky (roar)
401 N. 12t6 753-9111.
Neese Toes.-Set. I. mad set
See. and Mee.

,s10.00

FREE

Gift Certificate when you
cane its the store.
Use sow or later so
tbe porches* of,KENNY ROGEltS JEANS,
(mess or woolens) or
moms and W01011118
'beets. New Shipment
Weekly.

Vernon's
Western
Store
°Wm*Phu
7S3-7113
1-1 Deily

1-4 Sailay

HUR-CAL
APARTNE1113

CLAYTONS
753-7575

Qr*T21.

mamma
P_

FrAt,

753-8010
Watkins specials. Black
pepper, vanilla, menthol camphor ointment.
Trevor or Geraldine
Mathis 753-8284.

32. Apts. For Rent

WANTED

Brand new 2 bedroom
duplex in Northwood.
Respoasilde potty to Central heat and air,
patio and
take
up moments on carpeted,
3. Card of Thanks
carport. Refrigerator,
like mew piano.
stove, dishwasher, disThe Family of Effie
posal, and washerdryer
Adams would like to
hookup. Extra cabinets
express their sincere
and closet space. No
thanks to Dr. Hugh
children. No pets. $200.
Houston, friends, Max
Deposit. $285. month.
Churchill Funeral
Call 753-3018 after
Home, and nurses of
SPINET CONSOLE 8:00pm.
Westview Nursing
PIANO FOR SALE
Extra large furnished 2
Home. Many thanks to
bedroom' upstairs
Wonted: Responsible
Bro. John Hoover and
apartment. Water furBro. Bpbby Haley, The
party to tube over
nished, central gas heat
Coldwater Church of
piano. Can ho seen
and air. Couple
Christ Singers and each
locally. Write Mr.
preferred. $165. No pets.
pallbearer. Your many
Powers, Box 327, 753-1203.
acts of kindness were
Carlyle, Illinois
Extra nice furnished
greatly appreciated.
apartment. 1 block from
The Family of Effie
62231.
university. 753-2967.
Adams.'
Five room upstairs
apartment near downtown. Utilities furnished. Call in after
noon, 753-4645.
Five room house, 2
•PRESCRIPTIOWS *FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
bedrooms, double gar
age, large lot in Dexter.
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
Phone 527 7313.
*LEADING BRANDS Of COSMETICS
Iwo bedroom apart
•NOLUSTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
ment for rent. Range,
Free Delivery est Proscription la thy Welts
oven, refrigerator, dishwasher, disposal,
• washer and dryer
hookup, air, carpet. No
pets. One year lease and
$225 deposit required.
per month. Call
Square Dancing and Round Dancing Begin- $225
753 2621 or753 1865.
ning Dec. 31st at 7:30 PM
Two bedroom duplex,
newly decorated, quiet
Bring The Family For Good aeon Fun. area
near univesity.
Each end every Saturday night.
$210. monthly. 153-8096.

CLAYTONS
753-7575

WALLIS DRUG

New Years Eve Dance

Located in Jerry McCoy's old
refinishing building on 641 South between Murray and Hazel.
Owner-Ronnie Gardner

Furnished or unfurnished 1 bedroom
apartment in lakefront
house. Wood burning
Panorama
stove
ShOres. 436 2411 or 7537177.

"Professional Services
With The
Friendly Timich"
After Office
Heirs
753-8277
or 753-9036
ACREAGE ON
N.16th EXT.
REDUCED
Appr. 40 Acres
about 25 acres tendable. This is partly
wooded-ideal for
subdivision. Appr.
1,000 ft. road frontage. For more information call 753E080
811 SOUTH
BROAD
Nice B.V. home, 3
bedrooms, living
room with Franklin
Stove for economy.
Central Elec. heat
and air. One car
garage, porch and
patio. Only $43,500.

110YD-IAAMRS
REAL ESTATE
753-10110
"Professional Services
With The
Friendly Touch"
After Office
News
753-8277
or 753-9036
BUILDING SITE
PLUS ACREAGE
23 acres, 16 tendable, 7 in timber,
on blacktopped
highway, stock
barn, excellent
building site. Only
$19,000.
MOVE IN
TODAY
Five miles from
Murray on 1as2
acres, 2 bedroom,
bath, nice living
room, eat in kitchen, outside
storage. Check it
out at $26,500.

HORNBUCKLE BARBER
SHOP
225 L.P. Millar St.(Across From Coseawsity Cowell •

Specializing In Sesior Citizens
N.J.' Cuts $1.00
Shampoo, Shave and Noircet 52.7S
Op*. Nears

Toes., Thirs., Fri., Sat.
1-12 - 753-3485

MU.,

53. Services Offered
11111111111MwM110

Sbeet.
Mee Came Oa Coast
lepers We Everywhere
11.061.Sankt Sifts i908
1912 Whoa,heed
Ilewhesky 42071
(502)753-0)86
Arytiew
L MINN
linker
Waled II leaded

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control

70 Model Dawn
12' by 55'For Sale.
Call 753-0193
after 6:00 p.m.

stowars

"Professional Services
With The
Friendly Teech"
After Office
Nears
753-1277
or 7534036
GOOD
NEIGHBORHOOD
205 Woodlawn Very nice home,
full basement.
Electric heat, air
conditioner, close to
M.S.U., shopping,
etc. on shady lot. 2
B R's up., 1 large
bedroom, utility,
garage and basement level. Only
$26,900.00.
NEW QUALITY
HOME
In Canterbury - enjoy the good life in
this lovely 3 BR.,'
B y., 21
/
2 bath
home. Entry foyer,
large family room
with fireplace. Central elec. heat
pump, lovely
carpeting. Double
garage, automatic
opener. In 80's.

OP" D
753-1222
Homes FORuvu

New Listing
Quality 4 bedroom
home near Murray
High School, fresh
on the market.
Home has been
redecorated
throughout, insulated to TVA
standards, and
chain link fence added around
backyard. Excellent location and
excellent priceupper 50's. Contact
Kopperud Realty,
753-1222 for full
details.
New And
Nice
Another home we
have just listed is
this 2-story English
Tudor in Canterbury Estates. Four
large bedrooms,
formal dining
room, living room
and den. Select
your own color and
style carpeting and
kitchen appliances
in this beautiful
residence nearing
completion. Before
you select your
dream home, you'd
better look over this
excellent opportunity. Over 3,000
square feet under
roof. Phone any
Home Team
Member at Kopperad Realty, 711
Main in Murraz.

Fir
Sale
My Owe
Kentucky
Hone
Beautiful 4 or 5
bedroom, 3 bath
Gatesborough
home on a double
lot. There are two
heat pumps with a
humidifier, central
vacuum system, intercom, automatic
garage door
opener, wet bar,
and two patios.
Everything you
need for comfortable, leisurely
family living. Call
for an appointment
today, 753-1222,
Kopperud Realty.
We are members of
Multiple Listing
Service.
Distinctive
Home
Beautiful 3
bedroom home on
Highway 94 just
West of Murray City limits. Formal
dining room, living
room, den, large
game room,
tastefully
decorated
throughout. Private
setting and convenient location.
Phone 753-1222,
Kopperud Realty in
Murray.

44. Lots for Sale
Approximately 44 acrls
on corner of Penny road
and Spring Creek
Church road. Call 489
1425.

1977
Ford
Granada
Ghia.
Ink VAN

Good condition,
clean, good family
car. Asking 52,311.
Call 7534121 dot 5

p.a.
1900 Model AM 8.
Concorde 4 duo
sedan, one owner,
low mileage, Like
new.

Portions
Oldsmobile
Fomioc
Cadillac
1406 W.Maim Sine
7534315
For sale or trade 1977
Malibu Classic Landau
See at 1803 College
Farm Rd.

SO. Used Trucks
1968 Chevrolet pickup
Phone 753 0645 after
4pm
1976 4 wheel drive and a
1976 Chevrolet pickup
Call 759 1843
1979 Ranger 4 wheel
Asking
drive pickup
$4400 Excellent condi
lion, low mileage Call
753 4016 or see at 1809
Westwood.
80 GMC Van Conver
sion Fully customized
With refrigerator, sink,
stereo, couch (converts
into bed), rally wheels.
custom paint and cap
a
n
i
s
chairs, 13,000 miles.
Reply to 753 5014_

46. Homes for Sale
3 bedroom brick house.
Carpet throughout, 2
bathes, large living
room and den. 2 car
garage with large stor
age room. Call 489 2145
or 753 1493.
3 bedroom brick house.
Carpet throughout, 2
bathes, large living
room and den. 2 car
garage with large stor
age room. Call 489 2145
or 753-2493.
The Addie Jones house
in Stella. Call 489 2526
nights.
Three bedroom brick
house. Sell reasonable.
Located near Coldwa
ter. 489 2818.
Very nice very livable
new 3 bedroom house.
Waiting for the right
family. Call_jectey 753
3903. You can aftiird this
house!
/

FOR SALE
1979 C-iS Romigado,
Blue on Illoo New top,
wheels mad carpet.
37,000 miles,
$5400.00. Call Chock
435-4561.

JEEPS, CARS.
PICKUPS from $35
Available at local Gov't
Auctions. For Directory
call Surplus Data Cen
ter /15 330 7800.

53. Services Offered

ALCOA ALUMINUM
SIDING or vinyl siding
and trim. Aluminum
49. Used Cars
trim for brick houses.
Jack Glover 753 1873. 1974 Ford Station Wa
gon. Drives good, new APPLIANCE SER
inside. $575 or best VICE. KENMORE,
offer. 753-9671.
WHIRLPOOL and
1977 Delta Royale. WESTINGHOUSE. 20
$2500. 1980 Citation. years experience.
Bobby Hopper, Bob's
$4800. Call 753 9400.
1979 Ford Thunderbird. Appliance Service, 203 S
302 engine, power, air, 5th. 753-4872 or 753 88116.
new tires. Sharp. $4500. Alexander Septic Tank
Cleaning. Vacuum
Phone 489 2727.
cleaned from your
driveway. Industrial,
YOU CAN'T IHIEVE residential, or corn
MS! NEW 1911
mercial. 24 hour
Escort 2 door, (C- service. Call 753 5933.

118-A) for oat
$4,995.00Vms no
nickeled)
NEW TEAR'S EVE
SPECIAL TNRU
DECEMBER 31st.
Front wheel drive, 4
cyl. motor 4 speed
overdrive, stool
belted tiros, rock mod
plias steering, AM
radio, frost disc
brakes sad paint
stripes.

PARKER
FORD
701 Mein
753-5273

Alining Service to.
alewieufasl vityl
costes trim work.
tokereeces, tall Will El
Bailey, 153-1611.

All your plumbing and
air conditioning nerds
Also do carpentry, pain
roo I
I ong
ing and concrete AN
work 00110 to satisfec
lion 753211)
Asphalt driveways and
parking lots sealed by
Sears
For free
estimates call 753 73)0
Automobile mechanic
will do work on auto
Mal4C and all gasoline
engined trucks All work
guaranteed
Call 437
4546
Concrete block and
20 years
brick work
experience
Free es
timates Call 753 5414
Don't put off getting
your favorite iota or
chair reupholstered
because of the long wait
for its return We offer
one week serve Also
take advantage of our
year end special Say
You saw this ad and
save $50 on any sofa
and chair combination
Bill's Upholstery 104 S
13th
Fence sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753 7310
for free estimate for
your needs
For your lime hauling
and lime spreading,
white rock, gravel,
sand, coal hauling
call 753 4545 or see Roger
Hudson
Located 10
miles east on Hwy 94
Furniture Stripping and
Repair Call 753 7499
General hauling Lime,
white rock, rip - Pap,
morter, sand, lumber,
ties and machinery
Call 753 6626 alter 6pm.
Guttering by Sears
Sears continuous gut
ters installed for your
specifications
Call
Sears 753 2310 tor free
estimate.
K STUMP REMO
K
vAL Do you need stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can re
move stumps up to 24
inches below the
ground, leaving only
sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimates Bob
Kemp 435 4343 or -Bob
Kemp Jr 435 4319
Need work on your
trees? Topping, prun
ing, shaping, complete
removal and more Call
BOVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Pro
fessional tree care
753 8536.
P rofess-ionai
Paperhanging, painting,
farm buildings, top,
sides, commercial or
residential. Cali
Tremon Farris
759 1987
T J CLEANS CHIM
NEYS Unclean chim
ney is a dangerous
chimney
Call collect
247 2874.
Tree trimming and
removal. Hedges and
shrubs. Firewood 753
5176
Wet basement? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed
Call or
write
Morgan Con
struction Co. Rt 1 Box
409 A Paducah, Ky.
42001 or/ call day or
night 1 442 7026.
Will sharpen hand saws,
chain saws and skill
saws. Call 753 4656

ROOFING
BUILT-UPISHINGLES

shamus. AN weds
grareatered. Fr••
Estimates. CaN 73,1839 or 7334 1.

55. Feed and Seed
Mixed hay, large round
bales $15 per bale. Call
753 0649 after 60m.

5th & Olive Sts.
Top Quality
Picture Gallery
We Have 1000: Of Prints
We Specialize In 16x20...20x24
Hand Pointed Oils
Oriental Frames

OPENING TUES., JAN. 5THT

SLEEPY HOLLOW
INFANT
.4 •
DAY CARE CENTER 1-10 N. 12th St.

753-0364
Open House-Sunday, Jan. 3 1 p.m. ti1 4 p.m.
Come visit our facility and meet the staff.
Register your baby now - oper.ngs for o
limited number of babies are available.
Owners/Operators- Sheila Cohoon & Penny Morgan

Dreembrr W. 1911

I' %GELB I III, MI ILK 11.1.1.Ell1;114 & TIMI.s.

YEAR
EtiD

RINKE
Frigidaire
Chest
Freezer
8.3 Cu. ft.

Rigidaire

• Convenient Temperature Control
• Efficient foam
Insulation
• Removable divider

* Free Delivery
* Free Installation
* Free Disposal of old
washer
* Easy Credit Terms

4 Days
Only

ONLY

ONLY

CID

$289

• Lift off Door
• Lift up top
• Spill Saver Top
• Pull out surface
units

REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER
• 12 cu. ft. capacity
• Energy saving Refrigerator
• Only 28" wide
• Automatic defrosting In refrigerator section
• Full width shelves, also Hydrator for vegetables

Frigidaire
Washer
Heavy Duty

Maytag jetclean

• 2 cycles Regular &
Quick
• 3 Temperature
Combinations
• 2 Way Extra Surging
Wash Action
• Lint Filter

DISHWASHERS

Savings

FRIGIDAIRE
RANGE

11Frigidaire

$398.

298

• Nobody gets dishes cleaner!
• Low Energy cycle lot everyday
loads • Energy Saver Drying cycle circulates air without heat
• Exclusive Micro-Mesh- Filter •
3level Jetwash System

ONLY

• MAL CIRCLE COOKING SYSTEM
• 700 WATTS Of MICROWAVE POWER
• tEMCNAIRE GLASS OVEN 11AV
• LABOR PAINUESS STIR
• 0.1511 &REMO,MOIR
• 10 POWER SETTINGS(70700 WATTS)

wortimon

MATCHING FRIG ELECTRIC DRYER $298
MODEL DE2-ONLY

FREE
COOKING
SCHOOLS
WITH PURCHASE

HOOVER.
CLEAN GREEN
CONVERTIBLE UPRIGHT
• All Steel Agitator
• Big Disposable Bag
• 4 position Selection

ONLY
Now's your chance to put Whirlpool quality in
your home with these special offers!

• Exclusive Rotawave Cooking
• 700 Watts of Microwave Power'
• Exclusive Choke-Door Seal
• Large Stainless Steel Interior
• See-Through Window Plus Interior Light
• Removable Glass Oven Tray
• Cookmatic Power Control

ENERGY
SAYER
DISHWASHER

4lairlpool

Automatic
Washer/Dryer
Washer Features:
• Energy Saving Washer
• 4 Automatic Cycles
• Energy Saving Water Temp
Control
• Water Saving Load Size
Selector

Dryer Features:
•Custom Dry Control
• 3 Cycles
• 4 Drying Temperatures
• No Iron Care For
Permanent Press Fabrics
And Knit Setting

Buy
Now
Offer
Ends
Soon
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• Automatically heat
their own water in
every complete cycle. '
• Use 25% less energy,
*30% less time and
30% less water than
previous KItchenAld KDC-19

ONLY

$399
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BEST

FREE
COOKNG
SOIOOLS
WITH
PURCHASE

COPY AVAILABLE

• Nndels
Energy-Saver
gy-Saver Dry Heat Off Option
reduces energy consumption
• Exclusive Multi-Level Wash System
• 10,5 and 1 year triple
Protection Warra

4490
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